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About the Global Service Institute and
the Global Civic Service Assessment
The Center for Social Development at Washington University in St. Louis and Innovations in
Civic Participation in Washington, DC, started the Global Service Institute (GSI) in March 2001.
The primary objectives of GSI are to build a global knowledge base and understanding of civic
service and to assist with the design and implementation of policies and programs worldwide.
GSI supports the development of a global research agenda, hosts a Web-based information
network, and supports innovations in policy and program development. The Ford Foundation
provided the initial grant to begin GSI.
The emphasis of GSI is on civic (non-military) service in projects that improve the environment,
public infrastructure and facilities, education, arts and culture, community development, human
services, public safety, and that assist in disaster relief efforts. Our emphasis on civic service
recognizes the value of providing multiple opportunities, both military and civilian, to serve
one’s country and community.
Around the world, examples of civic service include programs in Mexico and Nigeria, where
service is required of university graduates as a way of harnessing scarce skills for the
developmental needs of the country. In some countries with mandatory national service, such as
Germany, civic service is widely accepted as an alternative to military service. In the United
States there has been an expansion of community and national service opportunities in the past
ten years, with broad public and political support. Looking at these global trends, there is reason
to believe that service is an emerging social institution. However, very little systematic
knowledge of civic service exists.
The purpose of the civic service assessment is to document the forms of service that exist around
the world, the goals and activities, who serves, program supports, who is served, and details
about operations. Documentation of service forms, their programmatic differences, and their
geographic distribution may inform the development of a global research agenda on civic
service. This assessment is only a first step in our research on the topic, but findings may begin
to illuminate the prevalence and nature of civic service around the world.
Members of the research team that collected the data for this report represent seven countries on
five continents. Each researcher served in an intensive, civic service program at some time in
her or his past, such as required national service, service-learning programs, international and
transnational programs such as the United Nations Volunteers, or community-based service
projects. Each brought unique perspectives to bear on this project. Their experiences informed
development of the survey questions and interpretation of the findings. Team members from
countries besides the United States are: Carlos Benítez, Honduras; Jenny Brav, France/United
States; Beatriz Castaño, Colombia; Kwofie Danso, Ghana; Erica Smulever, Argentina; and
Erdenechimge Tserendorj, Mongolia.
This report represents the first empirical assessment of organized civic service worldwide, and
the first major research contribution of the Global Service Institute. We very much welcome
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comments and suggestions. No doubt this work will be refined, improved, and built upon in the
years ahead, an endeavor that will require many scholars working on many continents.
Michael Sherraden
Director
Center for Social Development
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Executive Summary
As a topic of research, civic service is relatively weak in conceptualization, rigorous
methodology, and cross-national comparison (Grantmaker Forum on Community and National
Service, 2000; Perry & Imperial, 2001; Rymph & Wilson, 2001). No previous study has
examined the scope, forms, and dimensions of this phenomenon worldwide.
This report presents findings from a global assessment of civic service programs. What is the
geographic distribution of programs? What forms do these programs take? What are their goals
and activities? Who serves? How long do they serve? What structures support the service
experience? This assessment is only a first step in our research on this topic, but these findings
may be a first glimpse of the prevalence and nature of service around the world.
A restricted definition of civic service is used in this study, focusing on formal programs that
require intensive commitments of time on the part of the server, e.g., at least one week, full-time.
Civic service can be defined as “an organized period of substantial engagement and contribution
to the local, national, or world community, recognized and valued by society, with minimal
monetary compensation to the participant” (Sherraden, 2001, p. 2). We select this restricted
definition with the clear recognition that many important forms of service and volunteerism are
omitted from this study. Our interest in this first study is to assess formal, intensive service.
Major Findings
Searching by country and using information from publications and the Internet, a sample of 210
programs in 57 different countries was identified and surveyed. The average age of all programs
is 20.5 years.
Thirty-three percent of the programs are based in North America, followed by 27 percent in
Europe and Central Asia, 12 percent in Sub-Saharan Africa, 10 percent in East Asia and the
Pacific, nine percent in Latin America and the Caribbean, five percent in the Middle East and
North Africa, and four percent in South Asia.
International service, as service abroad, is the most common program form (103), followed by
national service (73), transnational service (21), which is organized for servers from different
countries, and local service (13). Service forms differ widely in goals and areas of service
activity. A dual focus on the servers and the served is common.
Service roles tend to be full-time and of a sustained duration (7.3 months on average). In this
sample, 92 percent of the programs are voluntary, and four percent are compulsory.
Across all programs, youth serve more than any other group. Seventy-seven percent of the
programs engage youth as servers. Some programs require servers to have specific skills in
order to participate (31 percent), or to be from specific geographical areas (28 percent). Eighteen
percent of the programs require some level of language proficiency; this criterion is connected
only to transnational and international service programs.
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Service incentives and program support structures vary widely for the servers; they may include
grants, recognition, training, supervision, and structured reflection sessions. Of the 210
programs, 75 percent are administered by non-governmental organizations and 22 percent by
government agencies.
Implications
The findings on program age and program structure suggest that civic service may be an
emerging societal institution. Scholarship on the topic may be limited in part because the
phenomenon is relatively new. Data regarding the intensity and duration of the service
experience suggest that service is different from occasional volunteering. Especially,
expectations regarding commitment are greater.
Formal civic service programs are found in every major region of the world. However, more
civic service programs are found in North America and Europe/Central Asia. Research suggests
that the presence of volunteer programs may be positively associated with the status of the
voluntary sector as well as the level of economic development (Anheier & Salamon, 1999).
Perhaps the status of volunteering—in all its forms—is more advanced in North America and
Europe/Central Asia. Volunteer roles may be less common in Latin America and some Asian
countries, where the concept of formal volunteering is still emerging (Salamon & Sokolowski,
2001). The presence of different forms of service programs may be attributable to different
political regimes and the status of democracy as well as cultural norms and mores.
A typology of civic service emerges from this global assessment. Results suggest that national
service programs approach the service role more developmentally with a focus on benefits to the
server. National service programs are also less likely to require skills or specific knowledge for
service (only seven percent). Among the programs in this study, the national service role has the
longest duration.
International service is the most prevalent service form. In contrast to national service programs,
transnational and international service tend to focus more on benefits for those who are served
and their communities, and the service role is more specialized. There are few rigorous studies
of international service, and of the few, most are of programs sponsored by organizations in the
United States (Cohn & Wood, 1985; Purvis, 1993; Starr, 1994). Given the prevalence of
international service, future research should assess the positive and negative effects of
international service on the peoples, nations, and cultures served.
The voluntary sector (third sector or non-governmental sector) is typically driving the
development of civic service, but the state often plays an important role in funding. How does
the voluntary sector relate to the state in service initiatives? What are the ideal characteristics of
these partnerships? What theory and research on voluntary sector-state relationships can inform
this inquiry? This study raises more questions in these areas than it answers.
Social scientists are trailing behind policy and practice in understanding what service is and
whether, or in what circumstances, outcomes are being achieved. Good research is costly and
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challenging, but it is fundamental. In the absence of a strong knowledge base, service cannot
reach its practical potential, and will be politically more vulnerable. Scholarship that explores
the social, cultural, economic, and political influences on service development, and examines the
outcomes of service should be top priorities.
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1. Defining and Measuring Civic Service
Volunteerism as a societal norm can take many forms, from informal support networks to
intensive commitments of time through formal programs (Salamon & Sokolowski, 2001). Along
this continuum of volunteer behavior, relatively little is known about intensive, structured
volunteering in the form of civic service (Clohesy, 1999; Grantmaker Forum on Community and
National Service, 2000; Sherraden & Eberly, 1990).
Civic service as a social phenomenon is relatively weak in conceptualization, rigorous research,
and cross-national comparison (Grantmaker Forum on Community and National Service, 2000;
Perry & Imperial, 2001; Rymph & Wilson, 2001). No previous study has examined the scope,
forms, and dimensions of this phenomenon worldwide. This report presents findings from a
global assessment of civic service programs. What is the geographic distribution and
concentration of programs? What forms do these programs take? What are their goals and
activities? Who serves in them? How long do they serve? What structures support the service
experience? This assessment is only a first step in our research on this topic, but these findings
may begin to illuminate the prevalence and nature of service around the world.
Defining and Measuring Civic Service: An Institutional Perspective
Service is not a new phenomenon. Individuals have willingly served their neighbors, village and
community members, and fellow humans since the beginning of human societies. Service has
been performed in the interest of country, faith, and humanitarianism. It has diverse motivations,
and has taken many forms through the years in many different cultural contexts (Menon, Moore,
& Sherraden, 2002). Common discourse refers to such actions as volunteerism.
Discussion of service evokes consideration of who is and is not a volunteer. The debate turns on
the issues of stipends and compulsion. Some scholars have argued that compensated or required
service is not volunteerism (Brown, 1999; Carson, 1999; Cnaan, Handy, & Wadsworth, 1996).
We use the term “service” instead of volunteerism. Service has been referred to as public or
national service, if it is sponsored by government; stipended service, if it is compensated; and
service-learning, if it occurs through an educational institution (Clotfelter, 1999).
Across civic service programs, the individual is performing an action that is presumably of
benefit to some group or cause; the action is performed in the spirit of improving living
conditions or general welfare (Menon, Moore, & Sherraden, 2002). In reality, both
compensation and compulsion are continua. Civic service may have some elements of both
(Eberly & Sherraden, 1990). For example, there may be a token monetary “payment” to cover
basic living expenses or to offset expenses incurred for service performance, and service may be
“required” for the award of educational credit.
Service is also different from occasional volunteering because it requires intensive commitment
and takes programmatic form. Civic service can be defined as “an organized period of
substantial engagement and contribution to the local, national, or world community, recognized
and valued by society, with minimal monetary compensation to the participant” (Sherraden,
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2001b, p. 2). Why civic? Civic connotes public action and public benefit. Strangers near and
far may benefit from the actions of the server. Civic service programs can be local, national,
international, or transnational in scope, and targeted toward servers who are younger, older, of
faith, or in school. For example, there can be national youth service programs and international
faith-based programs.
This formal, programmatic focus in defining civic service does not include many other forms of
volunteerism, such as informal systems of care. Informal, mutual aid and kinship networks are
commonly found in less industrialized countries (Ehrics, 2002), and tend to be the predominate
forms of “volunteerism.” Therefore, research that uses a formal definition for civic service may
be biased toward more “developed” countries and urban centers. Nevertheless, civic service
does represent a distinct form of volunteering that is worthy of study.
Programs have goals, processes, and intended outcomes. Civic service programs connect
individuals to a structure, which interacts with the cultural, social, economic, and political
environment to create change. This structure can be referred to as an institution that establishes a
role for the individual and expectations about where, when, how, and why the role should be
performed. The service role is similar to a job position as defined by the labor market, where
there are expectations of the worker. Service is carried out through a program or organization
that has defined the service role, which an individual “fills.”
Using the aforementioned definition of civic service, it is possible to identify institutional
dimensions along which the service role may vary (Sherraden, 2001b). The institution can be
viewed as structuring the access, information, incentives, and facilitation for the role (Beverly &
Sherraden, 1999; Sherraden, Morrow-Howell, Hinterlong, & Rozario, 2001). These four
dimensions of institutions have been useful in other contexts of research on social innovations
and may again be useful for research in service.
Institutional access relates directly to role expectations, which are established through eligibility
requirements and the defined nature of the experience. Access establishes boundaries,
determining who is and is not included. For example, service through some programs may only
be open to certain age groups, skilled professionals, residents of a geographical area, or members
of a particular ethnic group. The intensity and duration of the role may restrict access to certain
groups, such as those who do not have the capacity to leave the work force or those who are
physically-challenged.
Service programs may also provide information that expands access to participation, bolsters the
capacity of the server, and enhances the service experience for the server and the served.
Programs may provide educational recruiting materials, information on how to participate, and
information on the service role and outcomes.
The institution of service provides incentives for participation. Participation may be compulsory,
whereby punishment may serve as a negative incentive. Positive incentives of both compulsory
and voluntary programs may include awards, educational credits or scholarships, and increased
skills and knowledge. There may be other important forms of compensation for service, such as
personal satisfaction and social connections. Stipends may also be given, but service is
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distinguishable from employment, because any monetary award for service is not equivalent to
market wages.
Facilitation of the service role refers to active engagement of the service program in supporting
participants. Facilitation may include active recruiting, assistance in applying, problem solving,
transportation, task supervision, and assessment of performance.
An institutional, role-based conception of service informs the definition and measurement of this
phenomenon by contextualizing the experience, and identifying dimensions that may affect
service outcomes. It is likely that service roles will differ across forms of service as well as
across nations and cultures. These four institutional dimensions allow for assessment of
differences and comparability.
Toward a Comparative Research Agenda
A common knowledge-base depends upon a definition and conceptualization of service that can
apply to different contexts. By identifying the forms and differences of service worldwide, this
report hopes to provide a foundation for scholarship.
For any given nation or culture, service programs are created for different reasons, and they can
produce multiple and varied effects. Service is recognized as a program strategy that may have
the dual purpose of benefiting the servers as well as the served (Sherraden & Eberly, 1982;
Wheeler, Gorey, & Greenblatt, 1998). It can be thought of as a “strong policy” due to the wide
range of its effects (Sherraden, 2001a). Service may connect servers to goals and activities that
improve the environment, physical infrastructure, organizations, communities, and/or
individuals. In terms of types of work, service programs are developed over a wide range of
substantive activities, such as the environment, arts and culture, public safety, and assisting in
disaster relief efforts (Eberly & Sherraden, 1990).
Are the goals of civic service achieved? Over the last decade, publication and research on
service has increased substantially, especially in the United States (Perry and Imperial, 2001).
Research has largely focused on service-learning with some evaluations of national service
programs (Grantmaker Forum on Community and National Service, 2000; Perry & Imperial,
2001). Scholarship on civic service is only emerging in other countries, and is largely
descriptive and attitudinal (Kalu, 1987; Sikah, 2000; Tuffuor, 1996).
Service is associated with a range of social, economic, and civic effects for the server. Outcomes
may include increased social integration, increased tolerance and cross-group understanding, and
improved mental health and self-esteem (Education Commission of the States, 1999; Mohan,
1994; Wilson & Musick, 1999). Service is also associated with increased work skills, expanded
career options, and advanced educational achievement (Education Commission of the States,
1999; Mohan, 1994; Sherraden & Eberly, 1982). Service is also believed to instill a sense of
civic responsibility and citizenship in servers (Eberly & Sherraden, 1990; Education Commission
of the States, 1999; Flanagan, Bowes, Jonsson, Csapo, & Sheblanova, 1998; Funk, 1998; Perry
and Katula, 2001; Smith, 1999). Service may also address a range of issues, including
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unemployment, health problems, natural disasters, crime, and inadequate schools. However,
little is known about the effects of service on the served.
A range of theories have been applied to the development and study of differences in
volunteering across cultures. To advance scholarship, these theories may also inform our
understanding of civic service. Why are civic service roles developed, and what effects do they
have? Social origins theory ties the development of volunteer opportunities to the politicalhistorical context (Salamon & Sokolowski, 2001). It is plausible that few service opportunities
would exist without a voluntary sector. Some programs are implemented by government, but the
majority are developed and managed by nonprofit organizations. The advancement of civil
society may, therefore, affect the status of service in any given country or region (Salamon &
Anheier, 1998). Social-psychological and community development perspectives may explain the
effects of service on the servers as well as the served (Janoski, Musick, & Wilson, 1998;
Thomson & Perry, 1998). Identifying the forms of service worldwide and their service roles
provides fodder for future theory development and testing.
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2. Methods
How to undertake such a massive project? Our first decision was that the study would be only a
first step, a beginning assessment that would be imperfect but could grow and become more
comprehensive over time. Our goal has been to operationalize civic service, and to provide the
first empirical global view of this phenomenon.
Scope
A restricted definition of civic service is used in this study, focusing on formal programs that
require intensive commitments of time on the part of the server. We use this definition because
we are trying to distinguish formalized service from informal or intermittent volunteering. This
focus falls short of a full consideration of programs, projects, and activities that may be
implemented by volunteers. This in turn may have implications for understanding the cultural
determinants and evolution of civic service.
The definitional criteria include the aforementioned definition of service as well as the following
criteria:
• Only programs with structured volunteer service “roles” are included. A service position is
defined by the sponsoring organization, and an individual “fills” it (Sherraden, 2001b).
• The service experience must be of a sustained duration, which we define as at least one week,
full-time.
• Military service programs are not included, except insofar as they offer civic service options.
• Organizations that match interested volunteers with service programs, projects, and
experiences are not included, e.g., Action without Borders.
• Service-learning represents one of the most common and most researched areas of service, at
least in the United States (Grantmaker Forum for Community and National Service, 2000).
Most service-learning programs are not included in this research project, due to the limited
intensity of the programs. This is not at all to say that service-learning is not important, only
that it is not included in this study. Assessing service-learning programs worldwide is a
recommended area for future research.
Questions
Because of policy and program innovations over the last decade, the number of service programs
is known, anecdotally, to have increased. To understand the scope of this development and the
forms that service takes, the following questions have guided the assessment.
• What forms of service programs exist?
• What is the geographic distribution of the forms and types of service programs?
• What are the goals and activities of these programs?
• Who receives service?
• Who serves?
• How many people are serving?
• How many service hours are performed?
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•
•
•

What is the nature of the service experience?
What access, incentives, information, and facilitation are provided to the servers?
How are service programs implemented and supported?

An institutional perspective informed research development. All constructs are measured at the
program level. Questions regarding eligibility and the intensity and duration of the experience
operationalize access issues and the nature of the service role. Characteristics of the servers also
inform access issues. Incentives are measured through compensation and awards. (Intrinsic
motivation is not addressed as an incentive.) Information and facilitation are measured through
questions regarding training, supervision, and mentoring. Program operations are assessed
through measures of administration, policy, and evaluation.
Instrument and Data Collection
The research team identified and collected information about service programs using definitional
criteria, a structured database, and systematic collection procedures. Searching by every country
and using information from academic publications, program publications, and the Internet, a
sample of 210 service programs was identified.
“Sample” in this usage does not refer to a random sample but to as comprehensive a group of
civic service programs that we could find, given our methods. This could be considered a rather
intensive “snowball” sample. We have followed every possibility to document as many civic
service programs as we could find. There are likely biases in this sample related to Internet
presence and language, though we attempt to minimize the latter.
Working in different languages, every effort was made to track down leads on service programs,
over a six-month period from July through December 2001.1 The research team has reading
knowledge of eight languages; nevertheless, language was a barrier for data collection, and it is
likely for this reason that program representation is not comprehensive. This sample quite likely
represents the majority of service programs (given our restricted definition), but we would not
claim that it is an exhaustive catalogue.
A Microsoft Access database was constructed for data entry and management. The electronic
survey instrument was then pilot-tested for applicability. After entering 40 programs of varying
forms, changes were made to fields, and additional fields were created. For example, service
duration was expressed by the program sponsors as required duration, averages, and ranges.
Response options were developed to capture all possible expressions, with the lengths measured
as days, weeks, months, or years.
All program information was entered in English. This was done for uniformity of analysis and
understanding. If a source of information was in another language, then that program
information was translated into English.

1

The GSI research staff continues to identify and collect programs. A database of programs that have websites is
available at the GSI website http://gwbweb.wustl.edu/csd/gsi and is searchable by country and form of service.
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Based on published information and program documents, data were entered into an electronic
survey instrument. To further improve data quality, data were sent to the service programs via
fax and email for clarification and to fill in missing values. (See Appendix C for a program
survey example.) Sixty-six programs (31 percent of the sample) responded with confirmations,
specifications, and/or corrections.

Limitations
Relying primarily on program information conveyed via web sites has inherent biases due to
financial and technological resources required for Internet access. This may lead to an underrepresentation of civic service programs in less economically developed regions of the world.
Also, although the research team has knowledge of eight languages, it is likely that some civic
service programs are overlooked because the team did not have the language skills to find them.
The research team also found that some sites did not express service as having goals, activities,
and requirements. If a program was deemed likely to fit the project’s civic service definition,
then it was contacted for further information.
Given that only 31 percent of the sample confirmed program information, there are missing data.
We are careful to note where data are missing. Results are always presented as a percentage of
the overall sample. Thus, the likely bias is toward understatement of any particular variable in
relation to the overall sample.
Also, we emphasize that this is an assessment of numbers of programs. This is not adjusted for
numbers of participants in programs (except where we report server-hours), nor for population
size of countries or regions. The data in this report are descriptive. Later we will undertake
analysis of possible relationships of civic service to level of economic development, political
freedom, military service, and other factors, but at present, such possible relationships would be
speculative.
Again, this study is a first step. The challenge is large, and the data in this report represent only
a beginning assessment. Although the overall picture is probably a reasonable reflection of
program reality, some details may not be. We plan to do better as we move forward by building
a global research network to study civic service.
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3. Global Distribution and Forms of Civic Service
This chapter provides descriptive information about the global sample of civic service programs.
The geographic distribution, age, and forms of service programs are detailed. These data help to
assess geographic prevalence across regions of the world. Data on program age estimate the
emergence or longevity of the phenomenon. The different forms of service document the scope
and nature of the programs. Data on forms were either expressed by the programs or derived
from the descriptions of geographic scope, areas of service, and/or goals.
Geographic Distribution
The total number of civic service programs in the sample is 210. These 210 programs are based
in 57 countries around the world (Figure 3.1). Programs are connected to a specific country
based on the home office. As such, an international program like the Japanese Overseas
Cooperation Volunteers may be based in Tokyo, though it sends volunteers to 72 countries.
Thirty-three percent of the programs are based in North America, followed by 27 percent in
Europe/Central Asia, 12 percent in Sub-Saharan Africa, 9 percent in Latin America/Caribbean,
10 percent in East Asia/Pacific, five percent in the Middle East/North Africa, and four percent in
South Asia (Table 3.1).
The United States has the most programs in the sample with 51, and Canada follows with 14
programs. Germany and Hungary are represented with 10 programs each, the United Kingdom
with eight, Australia and India with seven, and South Africa with six. Twenty-seven of the 57
countries in the sample have one program identified.
Program Age
The service programs range in age from one year to 103 years. The Labourer-Teacher Volunteer
Literacy Program operated by Frontier College in Canada is the oldest program in the sample at
103 years, followed by the International Federation of the Red Cross/Red Crescent Societies at
83 years. The average program age of the sample is 20.5 years (excluding the 103 year old
outlier), and the median age is 13.5 years. Age is unknown for 22 programs.
The most frequent ages among the 210 programs are six years and 10 years (11 programs each),
followed by seven, nine, and 13 years (10 programs each).
Forms and Types of Service
Programs can be classified by form and type of service (Table 3.2). We identified four primary
forms of service. The forms are construed by their geographic scope: transnational (21),
international (103), national (73), and local (13).
Transnational service programs are cooperative programs between two or more countries, where
the servers are expected to spend service time in a host country as well as their country of origin.
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International service is the most common service type, representing 50 percent of the sample.
International service programs send people from the home country to other countries, or servers
from different countries are sent to a single country.
National service programs involve citizens of a given country in service roles. In this definition,
the programs may or may not be implemented or supported by government. National service
programs comprise 35 percent of the sample.
Local service programs are implemented in a specific location within a nation, and have
volunteers from that location (though some programs may also open eligibility to servers from
other areas).
Three prominent types of service programs were identified. These types are specific descriptors
of the forms of service. They are youth, senior, and faith-based service (Table 3.3). Eighty-six
youth service programs are represented; 41 of these are national youth service programs. There
are four senior service programs, three national and one local. Twelve programs are faith-based,
seven international, 3 national and two local.
An example of a transnational youth service program is the Central and Eastern European
program of Canada World Youth, which offers service experiences that last approximately six
months, with time split between a country in Central or Eastern Europe and Canada. The focus
of the experience is democratization and business development, and servers are placed in small
businesses and organizations. The World Youth Millennium program is a transnational youth
service example, where youth spend three months in the United Kingdom and three months in
another country.
There are many examples of international service programs. The Jatun Sacha Foundation
accepts volunteers from around the world to work on conservation and sustainability projects
throughout Ecuador; servers are required to pay for the costs of travel and lodging. Korea
Overseas Volunteers sends Korean citizens around the world to provide technical training and
education in a range of fields. Based in Belgium, Mobility International organizes month-long
community projects throughout Europe that bring those with and without disabilities together.
National service programs are sponsored, for example, by several environmental service
organizations in Australia, such as the Conservation Volunteers of Australia and the Green
Reserve Volunteer projects. National service programs in African countries tend to be developed
and implemented by government, such as the Ghanaian National Service Scheme and Kenyan
National Youth Service. There are also civilian service options to military service, e.g.,
Zivildienst in Germany, Servizio Civile in Switzerland, and Volontariat Civil in France. Other
national service programs integrate their educated or skilled citizens into specific areas of need.
In South Africa and in some countries in Latin America, service is required by all new medical
school graduates.
A local service program example is the Ethelontiki Ergasia-Athinas of Athens, Greece, which is
focused on youth servers who contribute to social and environmental projects. Perspektiva is a
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youth community service project to increase accessibility for the disabled in three Russian
communities, Perm, Ukhta, and Novgorod-the-Great.

Table 3.1 Geographic Distribution (N = 210)
Region
No.
East Asia/Pacific
21
Europe/Central Asia
56
Latin America/Caribbean
20
Middle East/North Africa
11
North America
69
South Asia
8
Sub-Saharan Africa
25
Total
210

%
10
27
9
5
33
4
12
100

Table 3.2 Forms of Service (N = 210)
Forms
No.
Transnational service
21
International service
103
National service
73
Local service
13
Total
210

%
10
49
35
6
100

Table 3.3 Types of Service (N= 210)
Types
No.
Youth service
86
Faith-based service
12
Senior service
4
No explicit type
108
Total
210

%
41
6
2
51
100
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Figure 3.1 Global Distribution of Civic Service Programs (N=210)
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Figure 3.2 Forms of Civic Service: Global Distribution of Transnational Service Programs (N=21)
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Figure 3.3 Forms of Civic Service: Global Distribution of International Service Programs (N=103)
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Figure 3.4 Forms of Civic Service: Global Distribution of National Service Programs (N=73)
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Figure 3.5 Forms of Civic Service: Global Distribution of Local Service Programs (N=13)
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4. Areas of Service and Program Goals
This chapter presents information on areas of service and program goals. Using Sherraden,
Sherraden, and Eberly’s (1990) study of non-military service in nine nations, 12 areas of service
and 10 goals were identified as possibilities prior to data collection. This categorization scheme
was used because it was effectively applied in one of the only comparative studies of service to
date.2
Goals commonly represent abstract ideas, including concepts that require definition, and not all
programs articulate their intentions as goals. GSI staff identified some program goals based on
the areas of service that the program specified or the articulated mission of the program.
Programs can have any or all of the areas of service, and any or all of the program goals. (Areas
of service and goals are defined in Appendix B; see tables 4.1 through 4.6.)
Areas of Service
Across the 210 programs in the sample, 81 percent perform human and social services, and 80
percent engage in educational activities (Table 4.1). Community development is the next most
frequent area of service at 77 percent, followed by personal development at 76 percent and
environmental protection at 67 percent. Sixty percent engage in cultural integration, and 59
percent in health. Areas of service engaged in by approximately half the sample or less are
employment and economic development (51 percent); infrastructure development (50 percent);
cultural heritage and the arts (46 percent); peace and human rights (45 percent); and emergency
response (21 percent).
Examples of program activities can be illustrated by Canadian Crossroads International, which
places volunteers in partner countries to engage in community development, such as the
construction of clinics. They also plant trees, work on farms, and engage in health care and
education. The Foundation for Democratic Youth in Hungary organizes and maintains a
citywide recycling program, assists in a children’s hospital and family centers, and mentors atrisk kids.
Areas of Service by Forms of Service
One of the most prevalent areas of service for both transnational and international service
programs is education (85 percent or more of each type), while 77 percent of local service
programs and 71 percent of national service programs work on education (Table 4.2). Personal
development is a focus of 86 percent of transnational service programs, 85 percent of national
service programs, and 69 percent of local service programs.

2

Future research may adopt categorization schemes of volunteer activities used by the Independent Sector and the
Comparative Nonprofit Sector Project of Johns Hopkins University. Similarity across categories would enhance
communication and standardization for comparison between the activities implemented through different volunteer
forms, e.g., occasional volunteering and long-term volunteering.
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Human and social services are an area of service for 91 percent of transnational programs, 80
percent of international, 82 percent of national, and 77 percent of local. Community
development is pursued by national, transnational, and international service programs (82, 81,
and 75 percent, respectively), while local service programs engage in community development
proportionately much less (54 percent).
Eighty-six percent of the transnational programs engage in cultural integration (sometimes called
“nation building.” Environmental protection is a top activity of transnational and international
service programs (76 and 73 percent respectively), followed by national service programs at 62
percent and local service programs at 31 percent. Health activities are performed by all forms,
with local service programs engaging in it the least at 46 percent.
Youth service programs primarily engage in personal development (85 percent), education (82
percent), human and social services (79 percent), and community development (79 percent).
Faith-based service programs perform human and social services (83 percent), education (83
percent), personal development (75 percent), community development (75 percent), and cultural
integration (75 percent).
Program Goals
The most frequent goals in the sample are those focusing on the server (Table 4.3 and 4.4).
“Increasing the server’s motivation to volunteer again” is the most prevalent goal in the sample
with 163 programs or 81 percent of the sample. The goal of “increasing the server’s skill
acquisition” is the next most frequent goal at 76 percent, followed by “increasing the server’s
social skills” (68 percent), “increasing server’s confidence and self-esteem” (62 percent), and
“influencing server’s career choices” (47 percent). “Increasing the employment rate” is typically
associated with impacts for the servers, as their involvement in the programs or increased skills
helps with their employability; thirty-two percent of the programs focus on increasing
employment.
Among the goals oriented toward impact on the group served or the outcomes of service,
“promoting cultural understanding” is the most prevalent goal at 66 percent, followed by
“creating or improving public facilities” at 55 percent. Impacting the environment or “promoting
sustainable land use” is a goal of 50 percent of the sample, whereas “improving well-being and
health” is a goal of 47 percent.
Information was collected about other program goals that did not correspond with original
categories. The additional goals include increasing civic engagement, phrased as “civil and
democratic participation,” “citizenship rights,” and “developing a sense of social responsibility.”
Other programs note that they focus on “developing spirituality” or some type of religious
“identity.” Eleven programs note that they promote human rights and international development.
Goals by Forms of Service
Different forms of service sometimes emphasize different goals (Table 4.5 and 4.6). “Increasing
the server’s motivation to volunteer” is either the most frequent or the second most frequent
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across all the forms of service. The goal of “increasing the server’s skill acquisition” is the most
frequent goal for national service (88 percent) and local service (85 percent). “Increasing the
server’s social skills” is the most frequent goal for transnational service programs at 86 percent,
and it is a prevalent goal among national (73 percent) and international service programs (63
percent). As opposed to the other forms of service, transnational service programs are more
focused on “increasing the server’s confidence and self-esteem” (81 percent). “Expanding career
choices” is addressed more by transnational, national, and international service programs (62, 49,
and 46 percent) than local service programs (15 percent).
Among the goals for impact on the group served, “promoting cultural understanding” is a
primary goal of international (77 percent) and transnational service programs (76 percent).
“Creating or improving public facilities” is a goal of national (58 percent) and international
service programs (54 percent). “Promoting sustainable land use” is a frequent goal of
international service (56 percent) and national service (47 percent). Local service programs
focus more on “improving well-being and health” (54 percent) than do the other service forms.
Among the service forms, “increasing the employment rate” is proportionately more of a goal of
national and transnational service programs (47 and 38 percent, respectively) than the other
service forms.
Within the types of service programs, 87 percent of the youth service programs focus on
“increasing the server’s skill acquisition.” Eighty-three percent of the 12 faith-based service
programs have as a goal “increasing the server’s motivation to volunteer.”
For example, the transnational programs of Canada World Youth focus on the server’s
acquisition of knowledge, skills, attitudes, and values necessary for active community
involvement. They also work to create a network of people representing different backgrounds
and cultures who are united by mutual respect and understanding, and they establish partnerships
with other countries, organizations, communities, groups, and individuals.
The international program, Australian Youth Ambassadors for Development works to strengthen
understanding between citizens of Australia and citizens in the countries in the Asia-Pacific
region. Millennium Volunteers in the United Kingdom encourages young people to volunteer,
so that they gain experience, confidence, and skills.
The goals of the Kenyan National Youth Service program are diverse. It aims to relieve youth
unemployment, create a pool of trained and disciplined human resources to support the army and
police forces, undertake work on national development projects, and create national cohesion.
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Human and Social Services
Education
Community Development
Personal Development
Environmental Protection
Cultural Integration
Health Services
Employment/Economic
Development
Infrastructure Development
Cultural Heritage/Arts
Peace/Human Rights
Emergency Response

Table 4.1 Areas of Service (N=210)
Yes
No
No.
%
No.
171
81
25
168
80
20
161
77
28
159
76
28
140
67
40
125
60
39
124
59
51
106
51
60
105
96
94
45

50
46
45
21

60
54
54
86

%
12
9
13
13
19
18
24
28

Unspecified
No.
%
14
7
22
11
21
10
23
11
30
14
46
22
35
17
44
21

29
26
26
41

45
60
62
79

Table 4.2 Areas of Service by Forms of Service (N=210)
Transnational International
National
Areas of Service
(21)
(103)
(73)
%
%
%
Human and Social Services
91
80
82
Education
86
85
71
Community Development
81
75
82
Personal Development
86
68
85
Environmental Protection
76
73
62
Cultural Integration
86
59
58
Health Services
48
61
62
Employment/Economic
52
48
60
Development
Infrastructure Development
62
52
51
Cultural Heritage/Arts
62
41
48
Peace/Human Rights
38
47
47
Emergency Response
24
16
32
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21
28
29
38

Local
(13)
%
77
77
54
69
31
31
46
15
15
46
31
8
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Table 4.3 Program Goals:
Yes
No.
Increase server’s motivation to
170
volunteer again
Increase server’s skill acquisition
160
Increase server’s social skills
143
Increase server’s confidence and
130
self esteem
Influence and expand server’s
98
career choices
Increase employment rate
68

Impact on Servers (N=210)
No
%
No.
%
81
8
4

Unspecified
No.
%
32
15

76
68
62

23
36
26

11
17
12

27
31
54

13
15
26

47

43

20

69

33

32

77

37

65

31

Table 4.4 Program Goals: Impact on the Served (N=210)
Yes
No
No.
%
No.
%
Promote cultural understanding
139
66
13
6
Create/improve public facilities
115
55
41
20
Promote sustainable land use
104
50
52
25
Improve well-being and health
98
47
45
21

Unspecified
No.
%
58
28
54
26
54
26
67
32

Table 4.5 Program Goals for the Server by Forms of Service (N=210)
Transnational International
National
Goal
(21)
(103)
(73)
%
%
%
Increase server’s motivation to
81
82
81
volunteer again
Increase server’s skill acquisition
76
67
88
Increase server’s social skills
86
63
73
Increase server’s confidence and
81
59
63
self esteem
Influence and expand server’s
62
46
49
career choices
Increase employment rate
38
24
47
Table 4.6 Program Goals for the Served by Forms of Service (N=210)
Transnational International
National
Goal
(21)
(103)
(73)
%
%
%
Promote cultural understanding
76
77
52
Create/improve public facilities
62
54
58
Promote sustainable land use
48
56
47
Improve well-being and health
38
50
44
Global Service Institute
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Local
(13)
%
77
85
54
46
15
8

Local
(13)
%
46
31
15
54

5. Beneficiaries
Beneficiaries of service include children, youth, adults, and seniors, as well as economically
disadvantaged populations, specific communities, and populations with special needs, including
those who are physically or mentally disabled. These categories are not mutually exclusive, and
programs can serve one or all of these groups. As a caveat, information on beneficiaries of
service was often unspecified or nonexistent in the sources that GSI staff reviewed. Thus, there
may be more beneficiaries or different beneficiaries than those reported here. Beneficiary
information is included in tables 5.1 and 5.2.
Beneficiaries
Of all the programs, 64 percent serve children, and 71 percent serve youth. Adults are targeted
by 61 percent of the programs. Forty-nine percent serve seniors, defined as 60 years of age and
above. Fifty-eight percent serve disadvantaged populations, and 58 percent perform activities
that serve everyone in an area. Populations with special physical or mental needs are served by
53 percent of the programs. Missing data for these categories ranged from 40 to 62 programs
(Table 5.1). Other beneficiaries specified by the programs include women, immigrants, and
businesses.
Beneficiaries by Forms of Service
Children are served by 76 percent of the transnational programs, 68 percent of the international,
56 percent of the national, and 46 percent of the local (Table 5.2). Youth are the top group
served by transnational programs at 81 percent and international service programs at 77 percent,
while 64 percent of the national and 46 percent of the local service programs serve youth. Adults
are served most by transnational and international service (81 and 69 percent, respectively).
Seniors are not a primary recipient group for national and local service (41 and 23 percent), but
they are for transnational and international service (71 and 53 percent).
Populations with special needs are a target group for 57 percent of transnational service
programs. Disadvantaged populations are served by transnational and international service
programs (both at 62 percent). Everyone within a defined area tend to be served by national
service programs at 66 percent, followed by transnational service at 62 percent.
Among the types of service, 66 percent of the youth service programs serve youth and 63 percent
serve everyone in the area. The faith-based programs predominantly serve disadvantaged
populations and youth at 75 percent, each.
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Table 5.1 Service Beneficiaries (N = 210)
Yes
No
No.
%
No.
%
Youth
149
71
18
9
Children
133
64
30
14
Adults
129
61
31
15
Disadvantaged populations
122
58
29
14
Everyone in the area
121
58
46
22
Populations with special needs 111
53
40
19
Seniors
103
49
44
21

Unspecified
No.
%
43
20
47
22
50
24
59
28
43
20
59
28
63
30

Table 5.2 Service Beneficiaries by Forms of Service (N=210)
Transnational International
National
Beneficiary Groups
(21)
(103)
(73)
%
%
%
Youth
81
77
64
Children
76
68
56
Adults
81
69
52
Disadvantaged populations
62
62
52
Everyone in the area
62
54
66
Populations with special needs
57
54
51
Seniors
71
53
41
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Local
(13)
%
46
46
23
54
31
46
23

6. Servers
We turn now to characteristics of the servers. Server characteristics can reveal emphases of the
programs, suggesting developmental or transformative goals or inclusive or exclusionary
policies. The server groups have been defined by age and gender; see tables 6.1 and 6.2.
Server Groups
Across all programs, youth serve more than any other group. Seventy-seven percent of the
programs in the sample engage youth as servers. Sixty-nine percent have adults who serve, and
34 percent have seniors who serve. (Note that in the sample there are four programs that have
only seniors who serve in their programs.) Ten percent of the programs allow children to serve
(Table 6.1). Other servers indicated by the programs include people with physical disabilities,
those of low income, and college students.
Server Age Ranges
A follow-up question to the server age categories captures specific age ranges as noted by the
programs. These ranges may be related to a given country’s legal definition of who is a child, a
youth, an adult, or a senior.
Across the 157 programs that supplied age ranges, the programs are grouped by the lowest age
and the highest age of the servers. Four percent have minimum ages of less than 13 years. For
53 percent of the programs, the minimum age to serve is between 13 and 18 years of age.
Nineteen percent of the programs indicate a minimum age between 19 and 30.
The upper age limits have the greatest variation. No substantive patterns are observed, but it is
noteworthy that 40 percent of the programs did not state a maximum age limit for servers.
Server Gender
Ninety-six percent of the programs accept both men and women as servers. Two programs
accept women only; these are Egypt’s National Service for Women and Aguda (an Israeli
volunteer association). Two accept men only; these are Hungary Scouts and the Ziviliandienst in
Germany. There are exceptions in Ziviliandienst, where occasionally women serve, but it is
primarily for men. For five programs, gender of the server is unknown.
Servers by Forms of Service
Children are not a prominent server group among this sample with 15 percent or less serving in
each type of service (Table 6.2). Youth are a primary server group for transnational service (100
percent), national service (84 percent), and local service (85 percent). Adults are the most
common server group for international service at 85 percent, followed by transnational at 67
percent, national at 51 percent, and local at 46 percent. Seniors serve most in international
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service programs (46 percent), followed by transnational (29 percent), local (23 percent), and
national (19 percent).
Number of Servers Worldwide
Statistics on the number of servers per year should be interpreted with caution. Of the 210
programs in the sample, 105 provide information on the number of servers either via survey or
through written sources. This information was verified by 59 of the programs.
Some programs report as few as seven servers per year, and others, such as the Red Cross/Red
Crescent Society report as many as 20 million servers per year. Server numbers reported here
may be underestimated; some of the largest programs did not have server information available
and they did not reply to follow-up inquiries. The base year ranged from 1991 to 2001, with 54
of the programs reporting the number of servers for 2001 and 17 for 2000. For any given year,
across 111 of the programs, there may be as many as 20.5 million servers (but only 518,856
servers without the Red Cross servers). For the 111 programs, the average number of servers is
185,812 for any given year, and the median is 483.
If these numbers are extrapolated to the full sample (a questionable procedure), the total number
of servers worldwide would be approximately 40 million, but a few very large international
programs would account for almost all service participants. Other than the very large programs,
there may be about one million participants around the world per year.

Children
Youth
Adults
Seniors

Server Group
Children
Youth
Adults
Seniors

No.
20
161
145
70

Table 6.1. Servers (N = 210)
Yes
No
%
No.
10
175
77
39
69
55
34
112

%
83
18
26
53

Table 6.2. Servers by Forms of Service (N=210)
Transnational International
National
(21)
(103)
(73)
%
%
%
5
11
8
100
66
84
67
85
51
29
46
19
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Unspecified
No.
%
15
7
10
5
10
5
28
13

Local
(13)
%
15
85
46
23

7. Nature of the Service Role
A primary objective of this study is to operationalize the concept of service. In this chapter we
present information about the nature of the service role. Expectations of the service commitment
are summarized, including the voluntary nature of the programs, any required costs to be paid by
the individual, and intensity and duration of the role. These may be distinguishing features
between occasional volunteering and intensive, long-term volunteering. See tables 7.1 through
7.4.
Voluntary Nature of Service
Programs can be characterized by the voluntary versus the compulsory nature of the service. In
this sample, 92 percent of the programs are voluntary, and four percent are compulsory (Table
7.1). The compulsory programs are national youth service programs mostly in Sub-Saharan
Africa and the Middle East/North Africa. One program, National Service in Zimbabwe, is both
voluntary and compulsory. For five programs, the voluntary or compulsory nature of the service
is unknown.
Paid Service Experiences and Service Costs
Somewhat surprisingly, 33 percent of the 210 programs require that the server pay either some
portion or the entire cost of the service experience. Twenty-six percent of the programs in the
sample did not require the server to pay for any aspect of the service experience. This
information was not available for 41 percent of the sample, but it can be deduced that they likely
require no payment as this was not expressed in any of the respective program materials.
Costs may include airfare, room and board, or in some instances, contributions to support the
overall costs of operating the program. The amounts required range greatly. Transnational and
international service experiences are more likely to cost the server. In the extreme, some of these
service experiences can be considered “service vacations” or “volunteer tourism.” The median
cost across the 62 programs is $600. (All costs were converted to U.S. dollars.)
For example, the United Cambodian Community Development organization works to rebuild the
Kampot Province of Southern Cambodia. A focus is placed on vocation and small business
training for small rural businesses and farmers. Any individual who is willing to engage in
manual labor is welcome to serve. To serve, a “donation” must be made to the organization: one
week of service is $100; two weeks, $150; three weeks, $175; and four weeks or more, $200.
The donation may increase or decrease depending upon the available food, accommodations, and
transportation available to the server.
Iracambi volunteer programs in Brazil focus on natural resource management, particularly
rainforest conservation. Individuals serve an average of three to six months. Volunteers are
“charged” $500 for three months or less and $150 for each month over three. Some volunteers
are also given food and accommodations, but some must provide their own.
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The Hungarian-American Volunteer Experience (HAVE) places United States youth in Hungary
to work with Hungarian youth on environmental, cultural, and social projects. The program
costs $2,000 for the 18-day program, which includes roundtrip airfare, in-country transportation,
full room and board, and all orientation and administrative fees.
Intensity of the Service Role
Intensity refers to the number of hours the server is required to commit to the program in a given
week. Eighty-one percent of the programs require servers to commit to the service experience on
a full-time basis, equivalent to about 35 hours per week or more.
Some programs are more flexible, and allow servers to select their choice of time commitment.
Nine percent of the programs offer part-time service, and six percent allow both full and parttime commitments. Intensity is unknown for three percent of the programs in the sample.
Some programs are very specific about the weekly schedule to be followed. For example, the
Voluntary Work Camp Association of Ghana indicates that servers work about seven hours per
day, Monday through Friday, with occasional work done on Saturdays. The World Youth
Millennium Awards program pairs each server with a community organization that the servers
work individually with for four days, and then on the fifth day, the servers come together as a
team to work on a joint project; this schedule is followed for each week of the six month service
experience.
Intensity by Forms of Service
A look at intensity by type of service reveals that full-time participation is required by 91 percent
of international service programs, 73 percent of national service programs, 71 percent of
transnational service programs, and 46 percent of local service programs. Thirty-nine percent of
the local service programs and 11 percent of the national service programs accept part-time
servers. Ninety-two percent of the faith-based programs, and 77 percent of the youth service
programs and are full-time. Of the four senior service programs in the sample, three are parttime, and one is both full and part-time.
Duration of the Service Role
Service duration is expressed in months. The average possible length of service participation is
known for 128 programs. The average amount of time that a participant may serve is 7.3 months
(Table 7.3). The median average length of time is five months. The most frequent average
length of service is two weeks (14 programs) and 12 months (13 programs), followed by 24
months or two years (10 programs).
The range of service duration is one week to 3.5 years. The program with the largest average
service time is the Kenyan National Youth Service Program. Eighteen programs indicate that the
absolute minimum amount of time a participant can serve is one year. Thirteen programs require
a minimum of two years and 12 require at least two weeks full-time. Twenty-three programs
have maximum service lengths of one year, and 17 programs require two years. More than half
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of the programs (107) have no expressed limitations on the maximum length of service
participation.
An example of a voluntary program with a required length of service is the Sarapiqui
Conservation Program in Costa Rica, which requires servers to make a service commitment of
six months or longer. During this time, the servers live with local families to support the servers’
integration into the community; the required duration is connected to the program’s philosophy
regarding development.
Duration of Service Role by Forms of Service
National service programs require the longest average time commitment at 10 months, followed
by local service at 8.3 months, international service at 6.6 months, and transnational service at
4.4 months. (For the service forms, the median is approximately the same as the mean, except
for international service with a median service duration of three months.) For the types of
service, the mean service length for youth service programs is 5.8 months, and 12.5 months for
faith-based programs.
Total Participant-Hours of Service
The assessment estimates the number of service participant-hours per program in a given year.
Only 34 percent of the sample (72 programs) had these data available. Approximations were
calculated for 26 programs where hours of service are not reported, but where intensity of the
service (full or part-time), the number of servers (total amount for a given year), and the average
service length (fraction of a month) are known. Due to the extent of missing data, these numbers
should be interpreted with a great deal of caution.
National service programs produce more service hours per year than any other form of service at
an average of 22 million hours per year for 23 programs (Table 7.4). This is 20 times greater
than the next highest form of service. International service follows at approximately 453,108
hours per year for 39 programs.
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Table 7.1 Voluntary Nature of the Service Role (N=210)
Nature
No.
%
Voluntary
186
92
Compulsory
9
4
Both
1
1
Unknown
5
3

Table 7.2 Cost of Service Experience in U.S. Dollars for Programs
Where Costs are Non-Zero (n=69)
Minimum
Maximum
Mean
Median
$3
$6,000
$1,302
$600

Table 7.3 Service Duration in Months
Minimum
Maximum
Average time served (n=128)
0.25
42.00
Required service length (n=101)
0.25
36.00
Minimum service length (n=123)
0.10
24.00
Maximum service length (n=103)
0.25
120.00

Mean
7.30
7.82
4.80
14.60

Median
5.00
6.00
2.00
12.00

Table 7.4 Total Service Participant-Hours per Year by Form of Service
Minimum Maximum
Mean
Median
Transnational service programs (n=7)
1000
560,000
209,140
140,000
International service programs (n=39)
200
11,050,000
453,108
35,000
National service programs (n=23)
150
145,600,000 21,956,047 1,800,000
Local service programs (n=3)
720
208,000
73,573
12,000
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8. Access, Incentives, Information, and Facilitation of Service
An institutional perspective is applied to the global assessment of service programs to inform
how the service role is structured and supported. Access for service participation is measured by
eligibility criteria. Access refers to who is able or allowed to serve. Incentives for service
participation may be offered by service programs as compensation or award for service
performance, which may motivate servers and increase access to the service role for some
groups. Financial incentives may include the direct disbursement of money as well as credit for
needed services, e.g., transportation, health care, and day care; they may also include provision
of the service, e.g., room and board. Recognition and awards can include scholarships,
educational credits, or certificates of service. Information and facilitation can be given prior to,
during, or after the service experience with the intention of improving service performance and
service outcomes; these may include training, supervision, sessions or opportunities to reflect on
the service experience, and mentoring. See tables 8.1 through 8.8.
Access
Eligibility criteria. Age is a criterion to serve across a majority of programs (Table 8.1).
Seventy-four percent of the programs have a specific age requirement, which may be either a
minimum or a maximum age to participate. Thirty-one percent of the programs require that the
server have specific skills in order to participate. International Executive Service Corps based in
the United States recruits servers who are senior-level managers or professionals to help
businesses or nonprofit organizations around the world. Experts serve for an average of three
months, but placements can last as long as two years. Community Service for Young Doctors in
South Africa is a compulsory program for all new doctors, wherein they provide health care for
one year as a prerequisite for registration as a medical practitioner.
Twenty-eight percent of the programs require servers to be from specific geographical areas.
Nineteen percent of the programs require that participants be enrolled in school to participate.
Eighteen percent of the programs require some level of language proficiency; this criterion is
connected only to transnational and international service programs. Several international service
programs indicate that they provide language training for the servers prior to or as part of the
service experience.
Income is a criterion for 10 percent of the programs. Organizational affiliation, religion, race,
and gender are criteria for a small percentage of programs. Other criteria listed by the programs
include citizenship status, disability, health, or interest in volunteering. Eleven programs
specified no eligibility criteria.
There are unique requirements in some programs. The Action Reconciliation Service for Peace
Program in Germany organizes service opportunities of varying duration, from a few weeks to a
year in length. The underlying goal of the program is to promote reconciliation and
understanding of the effects and suffering experienced under the Nazi regime. German youth
and youth from the program’s partner countries are sent to communities around the world to
work on education, cultural heritage projects, and care for holocaust survivors. In order to
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participate, the youth must find a minimum of 10 financial and spiritual sponsors, who subsidize
and support the server (not less than $10 per month).
Eligibility by forms of service. An analysis of eligibility criteria across the different forms of
service indicate that age is a criterion for 91 percent of the transnational service programs, 73
percent of the international service programs, 73 percent of national service programs, and 69
percent of the local service programs (Table 8.2).
Fifty-two percent of the transnational programs in the sample require that servers be from or live
in a particular geographical area. This is the case for 27 percent of the international service
programs, 26 percent of the national service programs, and 15 percent of the local service
programs. Student status is an eligibility criterion for 11 percent of the transnational programs in
the sample, 19 percent of international programs, 23 percent of the national service programs,
and 15 percent of the local service programs.
Turning to skills, proficiency in a given language is required by 29 percent of the transnational
service programs and 28 percent of the international service programs. Specialized skills are
required by 51 percent of the international service programs, 24 percent of the transnational
service programs, and 10 percent of the national service programs.
Regarding economic eligibility, income is a criterion for 14 percent of the transnational service
programs, 12 percent of international service programs, and less than 8 percent of national
service and local service programs.
Incentives
Financial compensation. Fifty-three percent of the programs in the sample provide support for
housing (Table 8.3). Transportation stipends and assistance is offered by 32 percent of the
programs. Twenty-nine percent of the programs pay for health insurance or related health care
costs or emergencies. Twenty-eight percent of the programs in the sample provide the server
with a stipend or living allowance. Four percent provide day care stipends.
Some programs provide other forms of compensation or in-kind support to the servers. For
example, nine programs provide food for daily living. Other programs note that they provide
travel insurance and resettlement stipends.
Servers in the United Nations Volunteer Programme receive living allowances intended to cover
basic needs, housing, and utilities. The amount of the living allowance depends on the country
to which the server is assigned, but can range from $750 to $2,700 U.S. dollars per month.
Community Service Volunteers based in the United Kingdom reimburses servers for related
expenses. Peace Brigades International, also based in the United Kingdom, requires servers to
pay for transportation, but a small living allowance and room and board are provided.
Financial compensation by forms of service. Housing stipends or subsidies are offered by 70
percent of the international service programs, 62 percent of the transnational service programs,
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34 percent of the national service programs, and eight percent of the local service programs
(Table 8.4).
Transportation stipends or expenses are paid by 37 percent of international service programs, 31
percent of local service programs, 29 percent of transnational service programs in the sample,
and 26 percent of national service programs.
Some form of health care assistance is offered by 48 percent of the transnational service
programs, 31 percent of international service programs, 25 percent of national service programs,
and none of local service programs.
Thirty-seven percent of the national service programs in the sample provide assistance in the
form of stipends or living allowances. Stipends are also provided by 25 percent of international
service programs, 23 percent of local service programs, and 14 percent of transnational service
programs.
In the service types, 43 percent of youth programs offer assistance in housing stipends or
subsidies, 26 percent in transportation stipends/expenses, 20 percent in stipends or living
allowances, and 19 percent in the form of health care. For the faith-based programs, 75 percent
offer housing stipends or subsidies, 75 percent cover related health care costs, 50 percent cover
transportation expenses, and 42 percent offer financial assistance in the form of stipends or living
allowances.
Awards and other forms of recognition. Twenty-two percent of the programs give the
participant some type of award, certificate, or community recognition (Table 8.5). Twelve
percent of the programs in the sample offer academic credit in exchange for service participation.
Eight percent offer scholarships. Seven percent offer grants and other types of monetary awards.
Less common rewards listed by the programs include preferred employment and exemption from
military service.
For example, the National Youth Service program in Papua New Guinea requires a two-year
service commitment. Servers may work in the areas of education or defense. Once they have
completed service, they may start their own businesses with funds from the Youth Credit
Scheme or pursue higher education.
Awards by forms of service. Twenty-five percent of the national service programs and 21
percent of the international service programs honor their servers in the form of awards and
certificates after service participation (Table 8.6). Fifteen percent of the local service programs
give recognition. Fourteen percent of the transnational service programs give recognition
through awards and certificates. As a type of service, 30 percent of the youth service programs
give recognition.
Fourteen percent of the transnational service programs in the sample award academic credit for
service participation. Fourteen percent of the national service programs and 13 percent of the
international service programs award academic credit but none of the local programs do. Of the
youth service programs, 13 percent offer academic credit.
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Fourteen percent of the national service programs offer scholarships. Six percent of the
international programs offer scholarships, whereas none of the transnational program offers
them. Six percent of the youth service programs offer scholarships.
Sixteen percent of the national service programs award grants. Five percent of transnational
programs award grants, whereas two percent of the international service programs do. None of
the local service programs award grants.
Across all the types of awards, faith-based programs in this sample are not heavily represented in
any of the award areas, with each represented by less than 10 percent of all programs.
Information and Facilitation
Information and facilitation before and during service. Seventy percent of the programs in
the sample offer supervision. Sixty-six percent of the programs provide training to the
participants, 49 percent offer reflection sessions, and 41 percent offer some form of mentoring
(Table 8.7).
A common informational support identified by some programs is a training and orientation
manual, which the servers keep. Several international programs provide transition support upon
the server’s arrival to the host country. Other programs note that workshops are held about
specific issues. Several programs host retreats for the servers during their service tenure; others
host them afterward, much like a reunion.
Information and facilitation by forms of service. Seventy-one percent of the transnational
service programs in the sample provide the server with training, as do 70 percent of the national
service programs (Table 8.8). Sixty-nine percent of the local service programs provide training
as do 62 percent of the international service programs.
Servers are supervised directly in 77 percent of national service programs, 76 percent of
transnational service programs, 67 percent of international service programs, and 46 percent of
the local service programs.
Mentoring is provided in 52 percent of the national service programs, 36 percent of the
international, 33 percent of the transnational, and 31 percent of the local. Reflection sessions are
offered in 62 percent of the transnational service programs, 51 percent of the international, 46
percent of the local, and 45 percent of the national.
Within the types of service, 83 percent of the faith-based programs and 73 percent of the youth
service programs offer some form of training. Seventy-eight percent of the youth service
programs and 67 percent of the faith-based programs provide supervision. Fifty-two percent of
the youth service programs and 50 percent of the faith-based service programs offer mentoring to
the service participants. Reflection sessions are offered by 83 percent of the faith-based service
programs and by 52 percent of the youth service programs.
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Age
Skills
Geographical location
Student status
Language
Income
Organizational affiliation
Religion
Race
Gender

Table 8.1 Eligibility Criteria (N = 210)
Yes
No
No.
%
No.
%
156
74
23
11
66
31
101
48
60
28
94
45
41
19
113
54
38
18
105
50
21
10
142
68
18
9
130
62
8
4
155
74
5
2
165
79
4
2
172
82

Unspecified
No.
%
31
15
43
21
56
27
56
27
67
32
47
22
62
29
47
22
40
19
34
16

Table 8.2 Eligibility Criteria by Forms of Service (N=210)
Transnational International
National
Criteria
(21)
(103)
(73)
%
%
%
Age
91
73
73
Skills
24
51
10
Geographical location
52
27
26
Student status
11
19
23
Language
29
28
4
Income
14
12
8
Organizational affiliation
10
6
12
Religion
5
4
3
Race
5
4
0
Gender
0
2
1

Table 8.3 Financial Compensation (N = 210)
Yes
No
No.
%
No.
%
Housing allowance/in kind
111
53
36
17
Transportation
67
32
56
27
Health care
60
29
61
29
Stipend or allowance
59
28
82
39
Day care stipend
9
4
103
49
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Local
(13)
%
69
15
15
15
0
0
8
8
0
8

Unspecified
No.
%
63
30
87
41
89
42
69
33
98
47
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Table 8.4 Financial Compensation by Forms of Service (N=210)
Transnational International
National
Compensation
(21)
(103)
(73)
%
%
%
Housing allowance/in kind
62
70
34
Transportation
29
37
26
Health care
48
31
25
Stipend or allowance
14
25
37
Day care stipend
0
3
8

Community
awards/certificates
Academic credit
Scholarships
Grants

Table 8.5 Awards and Recognition (N = 210)
Yes
No
No.
%
No.
%
45
22
57
27
26
16
15

12
8
7

113
118
117

54
56
56

Unspecified
No.
%
108
51
71
76
78

Table 8.6 Awards and Recognition by Forms of Service (N=210)
Transnational International
National
Awards and Recognition
(21)
(103)
(73)
%
%
%
Community
14
21
25
awards/certificates
Academic credit
14
13
14
Scholarships
0
6
14
Grants
5
2
16

Supervision
Training
Reflection Sessions
Mentoring

Table 8.7 Information and Support (N = 210)
Yes
No
No.
%
No.
%
147
70
8
4
139
66
25
12
104
49
12
6
86
41
25
12
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Local
(13)
%
8
31
0
23
0

34
36
37

Local
(13)
%
15
0
0
0

Unspecified
No.
%
55
26
46
22
94
45
99
47
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Table 8.8 Information and Support by Forms of Service
Transnational International
National
Information and
(21)
(103)
(73)
Support
%
%
%
Supervision
76
67
77
Training
71
62
70
Reflection Sessions
62
51
45
Mentoring
33
36
52
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Local
(13)
%
46
69
46
31

9. Program Administration and Operations
Program development and implementation may be contingent upon who sponsors the program
and how the programs are administered and funded. In this chapter, we summarize
administrative sponsorship and policy support as well as the status of program evaluation for the
sample.
Administrative Agency
Two types of administrative bodies are responsible for service programs, non-governmental
organizations (NGOs) and government agencies. Of the 210 programs, 75 percent of them are
administered by NGOs and 22 percent by government agencies. Some of the NGOs can be
classified as international NGOs (17 percent), national NGOs (34 percent), and local NGOs (10
percent).
Administrative Agency by Form of Service
Ninety-five percent of the transnational service programs and 92 percent of the international
service programs are administered by NGOs, whereas 52 percent of the national service
programs are administered by government agencies.
All of the faith-based programs and 69 percent of the youth service programs are administered
by NGOs. Government agencies administer 29 percent of the youth service programs in the
sample.
Public Policy
For 112 (53 percent) of the programs, information about public policy support was either not
provided or not in the published information. Of the remaining 98 programs, 55 are based on or
supported by a governmental policy or legislation and 43 are not.
Public Policy by Forms of Service
Across the forms of service programs in the sample, 56 percent of the national service programs
are based on or supported by public policy, followed by 14 percent of the transnational service
programs, ten percent of the international, and eight percent of the local. Within the service
types, 29 percent of the youth service programs are based on a national policy or legislation, but
none of the faith-based programs are.
Program Evaluation
Whether the programs have conducted evaluations is unknown for 150 programs. Twenty-nine
percent (60 programs) report some evaluation efforts. For the evaluated programs, the purpose
and methods of the evaluations are not known. Upon review of some reports, implementation
assessments appear most prominent, e.g., number of servers and activities.
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Program Evaluation by Forms of Service
The assessment found that 33 percent of the transnational service programs have evaluation
information, as do 25 percent of the international, 23 percent of the national, and eight percent of
the local service programs. Within the types of service, 42 percent of the faith-based programs
and 27 percent of the youth service programs have evaluation information.
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10. Regional Analyses
In this chapter we examine service characteristics by regions of the world. Countries are
grouped into seven geographic regions (see Appendix A for a list of the regions and countries).
These regions are consistent with those designated by the United Nations and the World Bank
statistical divisions. We recognize that any regional grouping may have shortcomings. This
classification was selected with the intention of bivariate and multivariate analyses between data
from the global assessment and existing world datasets. Region is determined by the home
office of a program, not by where the service takes place. Given the number of international
service programs, for example, service may be conducted elsewhere. Regional analyses may
suggest differences in the forms and nature of service around the world (see tables 10.1 through
10.7 and figures 10.1 through 10.4).
Forms of Service by Region
Transnational service programs have the largest concentrations in Europe/Central Asia (21
percent of the programs) and North America (12 percent of the programs). International service
programs are more prevalent in Latin America/Caribbean with 90 percent of all the programs,
followed by North America with 61 percent, East Asia/Pacific with 57 percent, and
Europe/Central Asia with 41 percent (Table 10.1).
National service programs represent 100 percent of the 11 programs in the Middle East/North
Africa, 68 percent of the programs in Sub-Saharan Africa, and 26 percent of the programs in
North America. Local service programs represent 25 percent of the programs in South Asia, 14
percent in Europe/Central Asia, and five percent in East Asia/Pacific.
For the types of service, the highest concentration of youth service programs is in Europe/Central
Asia (54 percent of the programs) and Sub-Saharan Africa (76 percent of the programs). Of the
12 faith-based programs in this sample, 83 percent are based in North America.
Areas of Service by Region
“Human and social services” is a prevalent area of service in all regions with 71 percent or more
of the programs in each region providing service in this area (Table 10.2). “Education” is also a
top activity in Latin America (90 percent), South Asia (87 percent), North America (84 percent),
East Asia/Pacific (81 percent), Sub-Saharan Africa (76 percent), Europe/Central Asia (73
percent), and the Middle East/North Africa (73 percent).
The next area of service that is concentrated in the most regions is “personal development:” SubSaharan Africa (100 percent), Middle East/North Africa (91 percent), South Asia (87 percent),
and North America (75 percent). Community development is prevalent in Sub-Saharan Africa
(100 percent), the Middle East/North Africa (91 percent), North America (78 percent), Latin
America (75 percent), and Europe/Central Asia (70 percent). Environmental protection is
prevalent in East Asia/Pacific (86 percent), Latin America (85 percent), South Asia (75 percent),
and North America (68 percent).
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Goals by Region
“Increasing the server’s motivation to volunteer” is either the most frequent or second most
frequent goal for all the regions. The programs in the Middle East/North Africa (91 percent) and
Sub-Saharan Africa (88 percent) are focused on “increasing the server’s skill acquisition” as well
as “increasing the server’s social skills” (both regions 91 percent).
“Increasing the server’s confidence and self-esteem” is the most prevalent goal among programs
in North America (77 percent) and Sub-Saharan Africa (72 percent). Programs in North
America (62 percent) and South Asia (62 percent) have goals of “influencing or expanding the
server’s career choices.” “Increasing the employment rate” is one of the top goals of programs
in Sub-Saharan Africa (64 percent); the concentration of this goal in other regions in less than 50
percent.
“Promoting cultural understanding” is a top goal of programs in North America (84 percent),
Sub-Saharan Africa (68 percent), and Europe/Central Asia (66 percent). Programs in the Middle
East/North Africa (82 percent), Sub-Saharan Africa (80 percent), and North America (71
percent) have goals of “creating and improving public facilities.” “Promoting sustainable land
use” is a goal of programs in South Asia (88 percent), Sub-Saharan Africa (64 percent), and
North America (59 percent). “Improving well-being and health” is a goal of programs in North
America (61 percent) and Sub-Saharan Africa (52 percent).
Servers by Region
Programs that have children as servers are concentrated in the Middle East/North Africa at 18
percent and in Europe/Central Asia at 14 percent of all programs in these regions (Table 10.4 and
Figures 10.1-10.4).
All (100 percent) of the programs in the Middle East/North Africa, Sub-Saharan Africa, and
South Asia have youth as servers. Eighty-four percent of the programs from Europe/Central
Asia have youth servers, as does 64 percent of the North American programs and 50 percent of
the Latin American programs.
The regions that have the largest proportion of programs with adult servers are Latin America
(90 percent) and North America (83 percent).
There are no programs in the Middle East/North Africa that have seniors specified as servers. In
North America, 55 percent of the programs indicate that seniors can serve. Thirty-eight percent
of the programs in East Asia/Pacific have seniors as servers (eight programs) as do 38 percent of
the programs in Europe/Central Asia and 20 percent of the programs in Latin America.
Number of Servers by Region
The number of servers by region varies considerably and should be interpreted with caution
(Table 10.5). Not all programs had this data available, and the base year for estimation varies
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across the programs that did. Europe/Central Asia has the largest average number of servers at
approximately 778,862 for any given year. Sub-Saharan Africa follows with an average of 9,000
servers per year.
Length of Service by Region
Average service length is longest for the programs based in Sub-Saharan Africa (13.1 months).
The average service length for programs in the Middle East/North Africa is 10.1 months, and 9.9
months in South Asia, 9.6 months in East Asia/Pacific, 7.2 months in Europe/Central Asia, 6.4
months in North America, and 4.6 months in Latin America.
Public Policy by Region
Fifty-six percent of the programs in Sub-Saharan Africa have some form of policy support as do
38 percent of the programs in South Asia (three programs), 33 percent of the programs in East
Asia/Pacific, 27 percent of the programs in the Middle East/North Africa (three programs), and
27 percent of the programs in Europe/Central Asia (Table 10.6). Fifteen percent of the programs
in North America are supported by policy.
Evaluation by Region
Thirty-nine percent of the programs in North America report some form of evaluation, followed
by 32 percent of the programs in Sub-Saharan Africa (Table 10.7). Twenty-seven percent of the
programs in the Middle East/North Africa (three programs) have evaluation information as do 10
percent of those in Latin America/Caribbean (two programs). Fourteen percent of the programs
in Europe/Central Asia report evaluations. One program in East Asia/Pacific and one in South
Asia have evaluations.
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Forms

Transnational service
International service
National service
Local service

Areas of Service

Human and Social
Services
Health Services
Emergency Response
Personal Development
Education
Economic
Development
Community
Development
Infrastructure
Development
Environmental
Protection
Cultural Heritage/Arts
Cultural Integration
Peace/Human Rights

Table 10.1 Forms of Service by Region
Europe/
Latin
Middle East/
East Asia/ Central America/
North South
North
Pacific
America Asia
Asia
Caribbean
Africa
(21)
(69)
(8)
(56)
(20)
(11)
%
%
%
%
%
%
0
21
0
0
12
0
57
41
90
0
61
25
38
23
10
100
26
50
5
14
0
0
2
25

SubSaharan
Africa
(25)
%
4
24
68
4

Table 10.2 Areas of Service by Region
Europe/
Latin
Middle East/
East Asia/ Central America/
North South
North
Pacific
America Asia
Asia
Caribbean
Africa
(21)
(69)
(8)
(56)
(20)
(11)
%
%
%
%
%
%
71
88
80
91
78
88

SubSaharan
Africa
(25)
%
80

48
10
67
81
38

34
16
70
73
25

75
10
60
90
40

64
18
91
73
36

70
26
75
84
71

100
25
87
87
50

68
40
100
76
76

62

70

75

91

78

62

100

48

37

40

73

55

62

60

86

52

85

54

68

75

68

48
43
24

45
63
52

40
25
35

36
54
27

46
70
46

50
75
50

52
64
56
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Goal

Increase server’s
motivation to
volunteer
Increase server’s skill
acquisition
Increase server’s
social skills
Increase server’s
confidence and self
esteem
Influence and expand
server’s career
choices
Increase employment
rate
Promote cultural
understanding
Improve well-being
and health
Create/improve
public facilities
Promote sustainable
land use

Server Group

Children
Youth
Adults
Seniors

Table 10.3 Program Goals by Region
Europe/
Latin
Middle East/
East Asia/ Central America/
North South
North
Pacific
America Asia
Asia
Caribbean
Africa
(21)
(69)
(8)
(56)
(20)
(11)
%
%
%
%
%
%
76
68
65
91
91
100

SubSaharan
Africa
(25)
%
88

81

70

60

91

75

75

96

57

70

50

91

65

62

88

62

50

35

54

77

62

72

43

32

30

27

62

62

56

33

14

20

18

41

38

64

38

66

45

46

84

62

68

38

41

30

27

61

38

52

33

34

30

82

71

62

80

57

25

55

27

59

88

64

Table 10.4 Server Groups by Region (N = 210)
Europe/
Latin
Middle East/
East Asia/ Central America/
North
South
North
Pacific
America Asia
Asia
Caribbean
Africa
(21)
(69)
(8)
(56)
(20)
(11)
%
%
%
%
%
%
5
14
5
18
7
0
76
84
50
100
64
100
62
59
90
18
83
63
38
30
20
0
55
12
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SubSaharan
Africa
(25)
%
12
100
68
8
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Table 10.5 Number of Servers per Year by Region
Region
Minimum Maximum
Mean
East Asia/Pacific (n=7)
7
1,283
637
Europe/Central Asia (n=26)
20 20,000,000
778,862
Latin America and Caribbean (n=9)
7
550
120
Middle East/North Africa (n=5)
250
3,100
1,610
North America (n=47)
10
59,000
4,904
South Asia (n=4)
45
13,000
3,303
Sub-Saharan Africa (n=13)
10
64,731
9,033
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Median
829
652
51
900
300
84
1,000
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Table 10.6
Programs Supported by Policy by Region
Region
East Asia/Pacific
Australia
China
Japan
New Zealand
Papua New Guinea
North Korea
Europe/Central Asia
Czech Republic
France
Germany
Hungary
Ireland
Italy
Portugal
United Kingdom
Switzerland
Latin America/Caribbean
Chile
Middle East/North Africa
Israel
North America
Canada
Mexico
United States
South Asia
India
Sub-Saharan Africa
Mali
Ghana
Kenya
Nigeria
South Africa
Zambia
Zimbabwe
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Programs
7
1
1
2
1
1
1
15
1
2
3
1
1
2
1
3
1
1
1
3
3
12
1
3
8
3
3
14
1
2
5
1
3
1
1
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Table 10.7
Evaluated Programs by Region
Country
East Asia/Pacific
South Korea
Europe/Central Asia
Albania
Bulgaria
Ireland
Netherlands
Poland
Russian Federation
Switzerland
Latin America/Caribbean
Costa Rica
Middle East/North Africa
Egypt
Israel
North America
Canada
Mexico
United States
Sub-Saharan Africa
Botswana
Eritrea
Ghana
Kenya
South Africa
South Asia
India
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Programs
1
1
8
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
2
3
1
2
27
4
1
22
8
1
1
1
3
2
1
1
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Figure 10.1 Global Distribution of Service Eligibility by Age: Children
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Figure 10.2 Global Distribution of Service Eligibility by Age: Youth
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Figure 10.3 Global Distribution of Service Eligibility by Age: Adults
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Figure 10.4 Global Distribution of Service Eligibility by Age: Seniors
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11. Discussion and Research Directions
This global assessment of civic service has identified 210 programs. The programs differ in
form, purposes, activities, service roles, and institutional dimensions. The programs also differ
in geographic distribution. The findings on program age suggest that service is a fairly new
phenomenon, and may be an emerging societal institution in much of the world. Scholarship on
the topic may be limited in part because the phenomenon is relatively new. In contrast to
military service, which is thousands of years old, civic service appears mostly to have emerged
in the last half of the twentieth century.
In contrast to military service, there are at present few researchers who study in this area. We
have no one who identifies herself as a civic service sociologist, economist, or psychologist.
There is no academic association for the study of civic service. There is no academic journal
dedicated to this topic. The Global Service Institute may be the first step in this direction, and
this study, for all its shortcomings, the first empirical attempt at global assessment.
Thus, we have more questions than answers. But it is helpful at this stage to begin to lay out the
questions. Below we discuss some of the issues and questions raised by the empirical evidence
in this report. Each of these points toward a potential program of research.
Geographic Distribution
Formal civic service programs are found in every major region of the world. However, more
civic service programs are found in North America and Europe/Central Asia. This finding could
be due to bias in our research methods and/or our focus on formal civic service programs, but the
differences in measured geographic prevalence of programs likely reflect actual differences.
Research suggests that the presence of volunteer programs may be positively associated with the
status of the voluntary sector as well as the level of economic development (Anheier & Salamon,
1999). Perhaps the status of volunteering—in all its forms—is more advanced in North America
and Europe/Central Asia. Volunteer roles may be less common in Latin America and some
Asian countries, where the concept of formal volunteering is still emerging (Salamon &
Sokolowski, 2001). This could also be the case for civic service, but we do not yet know.
The presence of different forms of service programs may be attributable to different political
regimes and the status of democracy as well as cultural norms and mores, which suggest a range
of hypotheses regarding the development and implementation of service. Transnational service
may be emerging because political-geographic boundaries are blurring in the global economy
(Sherraden, 2001). Transnational service programs in this sample have the expressed purpose of
building a regional or global community, where similarities are stressed and differences are
appreciated. How much do they succeed?
For national service programs, a democratic government may be more likely to encourage efforts
that organize citizens in support of the country, its people and infrastructures. Democracy may
also be positively associated with advanced economic development. This age of increasing
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democratization and greater productivity of economies may translate into more resources
available to organize service opportunities and more citizens who find service roles accessible
and desirable as a way of expressing commonweal sentiments.
Cultural norms and mores may promote international service, for example. Missionaries and
international charitable aid organizations have existed for many years, whereby individuals travel
to other countries to serve those in need because of their existential or religious beliefs. The
status of institutionalized religion and the religiosity of the people in a given country may
support the development and implementation of international service programs. All of these
questions should be explored.
Service Role
In this sample of service programs, the service role is largely voluntary. Very few mandatory
programs are identified, and all of these are national service programs. While the compulsory
nature of the service experience has been an issue of debate, this assessment suggests that it may
play a more minor role in distinguishing service than is commonly believed. With this said,
however, service-learning programs were not tracked in this assessment, and anecdotally, it is
believed that the majority of them are connected to higher education and are required. This calls
for more research regarding the different forms of service and the nature of their service roles.
How prevalent are mandatory service programs across all forms of service? The effects of
mandatory service on civic engagement in the long-term remain unknown.
Data regarding the intensity and duration of the service experience suggest that service is
different from occasional volunteering. Expectations regarding commitment are greater. For
this sample of programs, the service experience is largely full-time. The duration of an average
service experience in this sample is 7.3 months, though service experiences can last one week or
they can span multiple years. What is the relationship of duration to various service outcomes?
Some programs are very precise about the weekly schedule to be followed. These characteristics
support the role-base conception of the service experience. Expectations are connected to a
defined position that the server fills. The effects of the intensity and duration of the service
experience on the quality and outcomes of the service experience are not known. Is there a
threshold for participation, a point at which positive effects are more likely?
Eligibility requirements also suggest that there is a particular “target population” or type of
person that is sought by most programs to fill the service role. These requirements may be
connected to the program objectives in terms of the intended outcomes for the server or the
program activities in terms of the need for specialized or skilled servers. In this way, the service
experience has a dual focus, the development of the individual and development of society. The
principles of the United States AmeriCorps program reinforce this idea: “Give back for a year.
Serve your community. Change your life.”
Two developments regarding the nature of the service role are worth noting, particularly with
respect to eligibility requirements. Many observers have suggested that civic service is likely to
be elitist (Brav, Moore, & Sherraden, 2002). Several programs stress inclusion, whereby those
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who are low-income or physically disabled are encouraged to serve. How do service program
supports interact with this goal? Which strategies are the most effective in extending access to
these groups? How inclusive can civic service be?
There are also programs targeted toward servers of advantage. The prevalence of paid service
experiences in this sample was not expected, and may indeed be over-represented. Nevertheless,
given their global prevalence, consideration should be given to the impact that these service
experiences have on the host communities in particular. Do the programs and servers have
positive, sustainable impacts, or do they exploit peoples and communities under the guise of
service?
Forms of Service and Institutional Dimensions
A typology of civic service emerges from this global assessment. Results suggest that national
service programs approach the service role more developmentally; they are less likely to require
skills or specific knowledge for service (only six percent). As a primary goal, national service
programs focus on increasing the servers’ skill acquisition. The areas of service are dedicated to
the personal development and education of the server, while the program simultaneously
provides services to the community and/or the nation. Most current research on national service
looks at impacts on the server rather than the served.
Most national service programs are focused on youth as servers, suggesting that an investment is
made in the future of the nation as these youth will be employers, employees, parents, and
citizens. Facilitation or support is commonly provided via training and supervision. National
service programs are also more likely to mentor the servers than are the other forms. Minimal
stipends are also provided. Among the forms of service in this study, the national service role is
of the longest duration.
Somewhat surprisingly, international service is the most prevalent form of service.
Transnational programs are less prevalent and younger, but share some of the same
characteristics as international service programs. In contrast to national service programs,
international and transnational service programs tend to focus on benefits for those who are
served and their communities. The service role is more specialized. International service is
likely to require that the server have specific knowledge or skills, including language skills.
In addition to increasing the server’s motivation to volunteer again, transnational and
international service programs focus on promoting cultural understanding; they are designed to
bring people of different nations and cultures together. They provide language and practical
training to the server. Transnational exchange programs are more likely to engage in “praxis”
with the servers, i.e., reflecting on their service experience in a structured setting. Some
transnational and international service programs reimburse servers for travel and housing
expenses, but they are also more likely to charge servers for the experience. Both service roles
are full-time and of long duration, with international service roles requiring greater commitment.
Fewer local service programs were found than we expected. It could be that local service is
underrepresented in this sample. Or it could be that intensive, formal service roles are less likely
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to be defined and implemented at the local level. Findings suggest that local service programs
are developed to meet specific community needs.
Across all the forms and types of service, more information is needed about service incentives,
specifically about the effects of compensation, awards, and recognition on the decision-making
process and the choice to serve as well as on the perceived outcomes of the service experience.
Some service programs noted the transfer of resources at the time of service completion, e.g.,
educational grants and support for small business start-up. What effects do these awards have on
service participants?
The benefits of information provision and support on the efficiency and effectiveness of
employees is well known. However, little is known about how information provision and
support mechanisms may expand access to the service role, improve the performance of the
server, or increase the positive outcomes for the server and the served. The service experience
may require different types or intensities of information and support than do other volunteer
roles. For example, in focus groups with former servers from around the world, GSI staff found
that the servers believed they could have been more effective in their service roles if they had
received more instruction, and were given the opportunity to join with other servers to learn
strategies and to reflect on the service experience.
Finally, regarding service goals and activities, incredible diversity was found across and within
the programs. Some programs may simultaneously provide disaster relief, mentoring to school
children, and help build trails. From a management perspective, how does the diversity of
activities influence the effects that any one activity may have? Which activities are connected to
which goals? What is the logic behind the effect? Are goals reached? While most programs are
predicated upon an intention to help others, it is unknown whether or how these positive effects
are achieved.
Server Groups and Beneficiaries of Service
Given the aging demographics of the world’s population, it is perhaps curious that more
programs do not have senior servers. However, the fact that 40 percent of the service programs
do not set upper age limits suggests that this may be a matter of time and repositioning of service
programs. The life cycle hypothesis suggests that service roles may be more accessible to
younger and older adults. Those in middle adult-hood may have more pressure to earn income
and more commitments and role strains with employment and child-raising. Older adults as
experienced and skilled individuals, who may be in retirement from paid work, have much to
contribute via service. The creation of service roles with elders in mind is a potential area of
development. What incentives and supports would make the service role more accessible to
them? How might the capacity of the sponsoring organizations be increased to effectively
recruit, manage, and support older servers?
In general, programs based in developing countries tend to emphasize the impact of service on
beneficiaries rather than the impact on servers. In contrast, service programs based in developed
nations tend to emphasize the impacts of the service experience on the servers. This remarkable
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difference requires greater exploration. It is a likely area where the so-called developed nations
may have a lot to learn from countries that are not as economically advanced.
Overall, little is actually known about the beneficiaries of service. In this study, scant
information was available through data sources, and little research exists that has assessed the
impact of service on beneficiaries. This may be particularly important for transnational and
international service programs, where impact on beneficiaries is a primary goal. There are few
rigorous studies of international service, and of the few, most are of programs sponsored by
organizations in the United States (Cohn & Wood, 1985; Purvis, 1993; Starr, 1994). Given the
prevalence of international service, future research could assess the positive and negative effects
of international service on the peoples, nations, and cultures served.
Program Administration and Operations
The voluntary sector (third or non-governmental sector) is typically driving the development of
civic service, but the state often plays an important role in funding. How does the voluntary
sector relate to the state in service initiatives? What are the ideal characteristics of these
partnerships? What theory and research on voluntary sector-state relationships can inform this
inquiry?
Not all programs express program operations in terms of goals, activities, and outcomes. This
raises questions about how well the programs have been conceptualized, and whether they can be
accountable through research and evaluation. Greater specification of service goals and desired
outcomes is needed.
Civic Service Developments
The very definition of civic service was challenged throughout this project. The emphasis on
formal service programs excludes organic, locally based service activities. By also excluding
service-learning through universities, many emerging civic service developments are missed.
The research team did informally retain information about service activities that fell beyond the
project’s guidelines. Service-learning may likely be one of the most prevalent types of formal
civic service in Latin America. It has growing government sanction and support.
What is the scope of civic service worldwide? An attempt was made through the assessment to
measure the number of servers and server hours. However, few programs track or express the
number of servers or server hours per year. To gauge the development of this phenomenon and
its emergence as a societal institution, these numbers are important. The next global civic
service assessment will seek to provide a better estimate of the scope of service around the
world.
This systematic program assessment lays an empirical foundation for studying civic service as an
emerging institution around the world. The forms, roles, purposes, activities, servers, and
operations are described and analyzed for an extensive sample of programs. Social scientists are
trailing behind policy and practice in understanding what service is and whether, or in what
circumstances, outcomes are being achieved. Scholarship that explores the social, cultural,
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economic, and political influences on service development, and assesses outcomes should be
priority.
Good research is costly and difficult to achieve, but it is fundamental. In the absence of a strong
knowledge base, civic service cannot reach its practical potential, and will be politically
vulnerable. Methods for measuring and assessing service implementation and impacts will be
essential if the field is to continue to grow.
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Appendix A: Countries by Region
East Asia/Pacific
Australia
Cambodia
China
East Timor
Fiji
Japan
Indonesia
Kiribati
Korea North
Korea South
Lao PDR
Malaysia
Marshall Islands
FS Micronesia
Mongolia
Myanmar (Burma)
Nauru
New Zealand
Palau
Papua New Guinea
Philippines
Samoa
Salomon Islands
Thailand
Tonga
Tavalu
Vanuatu
Vietnam
Europe/Central
Asia
Albania
Andorra
Armenia
Austria
Azerbaijan
Belarus
Belgium
Bosnia and
Herzegovina
Bulgaria
Croatia
Czech Republic

Denmark
Estonia
Georgia
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Iceland
Ireland
Italy
Kazakhstan
Kyrgyz Republic
Latvia
Liechtenstein
Lithuania
Luxembourg
FYR of Macedonia
Malta
Moldova
Monaco
Netherlands
Norway
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Russian Federation
San Marino
Serbia and
Montenegro
Singapore
Slovakia
Slovenia
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Tajikistan
Turkey
Turkmenistan
Ukraine
United Kingdom
Uzbekistan
Vatican
Yugoslavia

Latin America/
Caribbean
Anguila
Antigua and
Barbuda
Argentina
Aruba
Barbados
Belize
Bolivia
Brazil
Chile
Colombia
Costa Rica
Cuba
Dominica
Dominican Republic
Ecuador
El Salvador
Grenada
Guatemala
Guyana
Haiti
Honduras
Jamaica
Nicaragua
Panama
Paraguay
Peru
Puerto Rico
St. Kitts y Nevis
St. Lucia
Saint Vincent and
Grenadines
Suriname
The Bahamas
Trinidad and
Tobago
Uruguay
Venezuela
Middle East/North
Africa
Algeria
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Bahrain
Cyprus
Djibouti
Egypt
Iran, Islamic
Republic
Iraq
Israel
Jordan
Kyrgyzstan
Kuwait
Libya
Lebanon
Morocco
Oman
Qatar
Saudi Arabia
Syrian Arab
Republic
Tunisia
Unit Arab Emirates
Yemen
West Bank and
Gaza
Western Sahara
North America
Canada
Mexico
United States
Sub-Saharan
Africa
Angola
Benin
Botswana
Burkina Faso
Burundi
Cameroon
Cape Verde
Central African
Republic
Chad
Comoros
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Sub-Saharan
Africa continued
Democratic Rep. of
Congo
Republic of Congo
Côte d’lvoire
Equatorial Guinea
Eritrea
Ethiopia
Gabon
The Gambia
Ghana
Guinea
Guinea – Bissau
Kenya
Lesotho
Liberia
Madagascar
Malawi
Mali
Mauritania
Mauritius
Mozambique
Namibia
Niger
Nigeria
Rwanda
Sao Tome &
Principe
Senegal
Seychelles
Sierra Leone
Somalia
South Africa
Sudan
Swaziland
Tanzania
Togo
Uganda
Zambia
Zimbabwe

South Asia
Afghanistan
Bangladesh
Bhutan
Brunei Darussalam
India
Laos
Maldives
Nepal
Pakistan
Sri Lanka
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Appendix B: Service Forms, Types, Areas of Service, and Goals
Below various forms, types, areas, and goals of service are listed and briefly defined. Several
caveats are in order. This is likely not a complete list; others may exist as well. They are not
mutually exclusive—sometimes they overlap—but it is nonetheless helpful to identify different
categories. The definitions convey the general meaning of different forms, types, areas, and
goals of service for the purposes of the Global Service Institute.
Service Forms
Transnational service. Transnational service refers to a service project that is organized and
carried out by two or more nations working in cooperation. Transnational service may be led by
either governmental or non-governmental organizations.
International service. International service refers to a service project or experience that takes
place in a country that is not the home country of the server. International service may be led by
either governmental or non-governmental organizations.
National service. National service is a policy or program initiated by government for citizens
and residents to serve the nation. The government may run the program, but more often nongovernmental organizations receive public funding to implement and administer the service
program. In fact, non-governmental organizations may develop and implement their own service
programs in the interest of the nation overall.
Local community service. Community service is a very general term that refers to service that
is local and typically organized by a non-governmental organization.
Service-learning. Service-learning is a pedagogical method wherein students learn through
active engagement and participation in service. Service-learning may be sponsored by any
organization, but occurs most often in primary or secondary schools, trade and professional
schools, colleges and universities, and continuing education programs. Service-learning is a
planned and structured service experience, with time for systematic reflection.

Service Types
Youth service. Youth service is targeted to young people. Most often this is teens or young
adults, ages 16 to 24, but can also include younger children. Youth service programs are often
structured as intensive and extended experiences, say full-time for six months or a year, and
participants often receive some type of support to enable them to serve. Youth servers can be a
focus of any of the forms of service.
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Senior or elder service. Senior or elder service is targeted to those who are beyond their
employment and family raising years. A senior may be defined from as early as age 50,
depending on the policy and program definition, which in turn is significantly influenced by a
society's culture and life expectancy. Participants may receive some type of support to enable
them to serve.
Faith-based service. Faith-based service is organized by religious organizations, to provide
opportunities for service as an expression of faith. For GSI, this does not include missionary and
other evangelical activities, but rather service that contributes to social and economic
development, environmental protection, and other non-religious goals.
Corporate service. Corporate service refers to service supported by an employer, typically in
the private for-profit sector. The form of support can range from sponsorship and financial
resources for the service to just allowing an employee the time off to serve.

Areas of Service
Human and social services. Human or social services refers to the care and assistance given to
those of low income, those for whom basic necessities are not accessible, or those in need of
personal support, e.g., the aged in skilled facilities.
Health services. Health services are educational, preventative, or ameliorative services provided
to those at-risk of disease, those who are ill or in need of medical care, or those who are dying.
Personal development. Personal development is supported through program activities where
leadership abilities, social skills, and self-esteem of people are affected. The affected could be
the servers or the served.
Education and training. Education and training refers to the provision of information and
services that may increase life and job skills necessary for daily living and economic
participation.
Employment and economic development. Employment and economic development activities
may include training of individuals for jobs or the creation of jobs.
Community development. Community development activities span activities and events that
foster a sense of togetherness among people, and that link resources across organizational and
other boundaries.
Infrastructure development. Infrastructure development refers specifically to the creation and
rehabilitation of basic utility and transportation systems, including sewer, water, electricity, gas,
bridges, and roads.
Cultural integration. Cultural integration may include activities that join two or more groups
considered “different” from one another in an effort to increase cross-cultural understanding,
reducing prejudice and discrimination.
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Cultural heritage/arts. Cultural heritage and arts activities address the development and
preservation of a people’s history and expression through archeological methods, the restoration
or creation of centers, museums, and exhibits, and the hosting of events.
Environmental protection. Environmental protection covers a wide range of ecological and
agricultural activities, from the tracking of plant and animal species, to park and trail
development, to the teaching or practice of erosion control and sustainable farming.
Emergency response. Emergency response refers to any activities that support individuals or
communities after natural or human-caused disasters occur.
Peace/human rights. Peace and human rights activities include those efforts to advance
understanding and negotiation between peoples and those advocacy and legal actions that
support the attainment of civil liberties and protections.

Program Goals: Impact on the Server and the Served
Increase server’s motivation to volunteer. Motivation to volunteer relates to current and
future volunteer activities, whereby the individual is willing to give of self to other individuals,
communities, or nations.
Increase server’s skill acquisition. Skill acquisition relates directly to knowledge and technical
ability to perform certain tasks, which may increase or support employability.
Increase server’s social skills. Social skills including the individual’s ability to interact and get
along with others; this may include interpersonal communication skills as well as conflict
mediation skill.
Increase server’s confidence and self-esteem. Confidence and self-esteem relate to an
individual’s feelings about her or him self, including efficacy and trust in one’s ability and
capacity.
Influence and expand server’s career choices. Career choices relate to increased opportunities
through skill development, knowledge, connections, or exposure to different occupations.
Increase employment rate. The overall number of youth and/or adult citizens within a
geographic or national boundary that are employed is increased.
Improve well-being and health. Well-being and health are very general categories that pertain
to a individual’s mental and physical status and basic necessities and ability to meet basic needs,
which may be contingent on community or environmental factors.
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Promote cultural understanding. Cultural understanding relates to decreased prejudice and
discrimination based on racial, ethnic, or religious difference. Education, information, exposure,
and interaction may serve to promote solidarity and reduce conflict between groups.
Create/improve public facilities. Public facilities include water, road, and other infrastructure
supports necessary for sustaining life.
Promote sustainable land use. Relates to the development and implementation of agricultural
land-use practices that maximize and support the potential of the land. It also includes
environmental conservation efforts to preserve various ecosystems and habitats.
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Appendix C: Confirmation Instrument
Global Service Institute, Center for Social Development
Washington University in St. Louis, Missouri USA
Global Assessment of Civic Service Programs: Confirmation of Program Information
January 2002
The Global Service Institute's assessment of civic service identifies types of civic service programs and
information about their operations and servers. This information will be summarized, and posted
to the Global Service Institute website, http://gwbweb.wustl.edu/csd/gsi. A copy of the report
will be mailed to you. Our intention is to increase global understanding about the purposes and
forms of civic service around the world. We need your help in confirming program information.
Between July and December 2001, the following information about:
Program Name
was abstracted from: Web link or literary source

INSTRUCTIONS:

Please review the following information about the program. Specific instructions are listed for each
item. Add any details, which have been marked “missing” or “unknown,” and provide any
necessary corrections. You may print your answers directly on the forms. If all the information is
correct, please check the appropriate line below and sign your name. If you do not want this
program included in the report, please check the line below and sign your name.
Fax your confirmation or changes to 314-935-8661 by Monday, January 29th, 2002. If you have
any questions, call Carlos Benítez at 314-935-4226 or email him at cab2@gwbmail.wustl.edu.
Check one of the following.
____To the best of my knowledge, the information listed below is correct, no changes were made.
____Additional information or corrections have been provided.
____I do not want information about the program included in the report.
Print Name___________________________________________
Signature _____________________________________________
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PROGRAM INFORMATION:

1. Please list the name of the administering organization for the program identified.
Program Name
Administering organization:
2. Please identify the type of organization that administers the program, noting whether
it is a nonprofit or government agency.
Organization type:
3. Please list or correct the following contact information for this program.
Address1:
Address2:
City:
State/province:
Country:

Phone:
Fax:
Email:

4. Please list the date that the program started.
Start date:

5. Please list the country in which this program is based.
Country:

6. If the program is supported by national, government policy, then please list the name
of the policy.
Policy name:

7. Please identify the following distinctions about the program based upon the
requirements and services delivered. In the final category, using the terms listed, please
indicate the primary form of service program that this is.
Mandatory or voluntary:
Military or civic service:
If civic, classify the service program as either transnational, international, national, or local voluntary.
Please also classify as either youth service, elder/senior service, faith-based, or service-learning:
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8. Please indicate the activity or activities performed by this service program by
circling either "Yes" or "No" for each activity listed. Please write-in any activities not listed.
Human/social services:
Health services:
Personal development:
Community development/organizing:
Cultural integration and ethnic
and religious understanding:
Peace/human rights:

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No
No

Yes

No

Employment/economic development: Yes

No

Environmental development:
Infrastructure development:
Emergency response:
Cultural heritage/arts:
Education:

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No
No

Other activities, please list:

9. Please identify the program's goals by circling either "Yes" or "No" for each one listed.
Please write-in any goals not listed. Please indicate whether achievement of these goals has
been evaluated.
Increase server's confidence and self esteem:
Increase server's social skills:
Increase server's skill acquisition:
Influence and expand server's career choices:
Increase server's motivation to volunteer:
Improves well-being and health:
Create/improve facilities:
Increase employment rate:
Promote sustainable land use:
Promote cultural understanding and
reduce discrimination:
Other goals, please list:
Evaluation conducted on program goals:

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Yes

No

10. Please select the primary group(s) of persons served by this program by circling
either "Yes" or "No" for each one listed.
Children:
Youth:
Adults:
Seniors:

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No

Special needs group:
Disadvantaged population:
Everyone in the area:
Other served group, please list:

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No

11. Please indicate the primary group(s) of persons who serve in this program by
either circling "Yes" or "No." List any server group not provided.
School children:
Youth:
Adults:

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No

Seniors:
Yes No
Other servers, please list:
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12. Please indicate the age range of the servers.
Server age range:

13. Please identify the gender of the servers.
Server gender:

14. Please select the eligibility criteria to serve in this program by selecting "Yes" or
"No" for each one listed. Please write-in any criteria not listed.
Are there specific criteria?:
Based on income level:
Based on gender:
Based on race/ethnicity:
Based on age:
Based on student status:

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No
No
No

Based on skills:
Based on religion:
Based on geographic location:
Based on organizational affiliation:
Other criteria, please list:

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No

15. Please indicate any support that is provided to the servers for their service
performance. Possible types of support are listed. Please write-in any support
activities not listed.
Specific training:
Supervision:
Mentoring:

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No

Reflection sessions with other servers:
Other supports, please list:

Yes

No

16. Please identify any compensation that is given to the servers while they are providing
service. If financial compensation or stipends are provided, please list the amount and
the currency.
Financial compensation:
Yes
General living allowance/stipend:
Yes
Day care stipend:
Yes
Transportation stipend:
Yes
Amount of transportation stipend in local currency:
Amount of stipends in local currency:

No
No
No
No

Housing/room and board provided:
Healthcare/insurance provided:

No
No

Yes
Yes

Amount of health care/insurance:
Name of the local currency:
Other compensation, please list; if financial, please list amount and currency:
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17. If servers pay for the service experience, then please list the amount that they pay and
the currency.
Fees:
Yes
Amount of fees:
Currency:

No

18. Please indicate if any recognition or awards are given for service performance.
Possibilities are listed. If other recognition is given, please list it.
Academic course credits:
Yes
Education grant/ scholarship:
Yes
Monetary award/grant unspecified:
Yes
Special community recognition/award:
Yes
Other recognition or rewards for service, please list:

No
No
No
No

19. Please indicate the total number of individuals who serve in this program each
year. Then please list the year that number is based on.
Number of servers/volunteers per year:
Year the number of servers/volunteers is based on:
20. Please estimate the total number of service hours provided by all volunteers, and
the year the total is based on.
Server/volunteer hours per year:
Year the number of server/volunteer hours per year is based on:
21. Please identify the intensity of the service experience.
Full-time or part-time:

22. Please indicate the required length of time for service, for example two months,
full-time.
Required:

23. If applicable, please indicate the range of time served, for example, two weeks to
four weeks.
Minimum amount of time:
Maximum amount of time:
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24. Please indicate the average amount of time served by all volunteers.
Average amount of time:

25. A range of program operations and details have been covered in this survey. If
you believe a description would inform our understanding of this program, please
provide a brief description, noting details about operations and service delivery.

Thank you very much for your participation.
The Global Service Institute values your time and contributions to this project.
Questions and comments should be directed to Carlos Benítez at cab2@gwbmail.wustl.edu.
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Appendix D: Brief Program Descriptions by Region

East Asia and the Pacific
Country

Service Form

Australia

International

Service Type

Program Name

Administering Agency or Body

Web Source

Australian Volunteers International

Australian Volunteers International

http://www.osb.org.au/

Australian Volunteers International is committed to work towards a peaceful and just world. It achieves this by providing opportunities for Australians to
volunteer, live, work and learn in partnership with people of other cultures around the world. Volunteers contribute to developing communities and bring a
reciprocal benefit to Australia.
Australia

International

International Volunteers for Peace
Australia

International Volunteers for Peace
Australia (IVP)

http://www.ivp.org.au

IVP is the Australian contact for Service Civil International (SCI). IVP was established as part of SCI network in Australia in 1988. It encourages
understanding amongst different peoples and promotes discussion and an appreciation of problems that different communities face in their struggles for social
justice and environmental harmony.
Australia

International

Youth

Australian Aid Youth Ambassadors
Program for Development

The Australian Government's
Overseas Aid Program

http://www.ausaid.gov.au/yo
utham/

The Australian Youth Ambassadors for Development program (AYAD) aims to strengthen mutual understanding between Australia and the countries of the
Asia Pacific and make a positive contribution to development. AYAD places skilled young Australians, aged 18-30, on assignments (3-12 months) in
developing countries throughout Asia and the Pacific. A distinctive feature of AYAD is the involvement of Australian "partner" organizations from the
business, education, community, and government sectors.
Australia

International

Youth

Youth Challenge Australia

Youth Challenge International

http://www.uts.edu.au/oth/y
ca

Youth Challenge Australia (YCA) is a non-profit, non-religious, charitable organization. YCA is part of an alliance known collectively as Youth Challenge
International with partner organizations in Guyana, Costa Rica, and Canada. They help preserve and reclaim rainforests through research and education
programs to local communities. It also promotes health and community infrastructure.
Australia

National

Conservation Volunteers Australia

Conservation Volunteers Australia

http://www.atcv.com.au/ind
ex.asp

Founded in 1982 as the Australian Trust for Conservation Volunteers the organization has become Australia's largest practical conservation organization. Their
projects result in positive environmental outcomes, increased community participation, conservation skills and awareness. Volunteer recruitment strategy
includes international travel agents, schools, youth and environmental networks and volunteer centers. Participants are between the ages of 17 and 20 years.
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East Asia and the Pacific
Country

Service Form

Australia

National

Service Type

Program Name

Administering Agency or Body

Web Source

Green Reserve Volunteer Projects

Managed by Conservation
Volunteers Australia

http://www.greenreserve.co
m.au/

Green Reserve involves Australians between the ages of 35 and 65 years. Green Reserve volunteers work in small teams and contribute two days a week for 26
weeks to the project. Project activities include collecting information on local plants and wildlife, researching and recording local heritage information, helping
schools and local business to become more energy efficient, setting up or assisting community recycling programs, restoring beaches or coastal reserves.
Australia

National

Youth

Green Corps - Young Australians
for the Environment

Managed by Conservation
Volunteers Australia on behalf of
the Department of Education,
Training and Youth Affairs and
Environment Australia

http://www.greencorps.org.a
u/

Green Corps gives young people the opportunity to demonstrate their commitment to the environment by participating in environmental projects for 6 months.
It is a youth initiative of the Commonwealth Government and projects are developed in conjunction with NGO conservation organizations, community groups
and local, state and territory Governments across Australia.
Cambodia

International

United Cambodian Community
Development (UCC)

United Cambodian Community
Development

http://www.gomad.org/ucc.htm

UCC is a small, independent NGO working in Kampot Province of southern Cambodia. This organization has several different projects that are working to
rebuild a country that has been devastated by war and hardship over the last 50 years. One project is a vocational school for war-wounded amputees and
permanently disabled people, war widows and their children. UCC also has child development centers, road-building, and well-digging programs.
China

Local

Hong Kong Community Volunteers
(HKCV)

Agency for Volunteer Service

http://www.avs.org.hk

HKCV is a volunteer action program set up under Agency Volunteer Service in 1998. It is directly supervised and managed by the HKCV Committee with
four working groups respectively in charge of team coordination, service development and support, training, and membership and award affairs. HKCV's
emphasis is on volunteer involvement in team management, service planning, and organization.
China

National

Chinese Youth Voluntary Poverty
Reduction Program

China Youth Volunteers'
Association

http://www.zyz.org.cn

This program mobilizes and encourages youth volunteers from developed areas to provide educational, medical, and agrotechnical services for developing
areas.
China

National

Chinese Youth Voluntary Poverty
Reduction Program

China Youth Volunteers'
Association

http://www.zyz.org.cn

The program mobilizes and encourages youth volunteers from developed areas to provide educational, medical and agrotechnical services in developing areas.
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East Asia and the Pacific
Country

Service Form

Japan

International

Service Type

Program Name

Administering Agency or Body

Web Source

Japanese Overseas Cooperation
Volunteers (JOCV)

Japan International Cooperation
Agency (JICA)

http://www.jica.go.jp/englis
h/

JOCV assists and encourages overseas activities on the part of young people who wish to cooperate in the social and economic development of developing
countries based on requests from these countries for a period of 2 years. JOCVs live and work with the local people in the fields agriculture, forestry and
fisheries, maintenance, civil engineering, public health care, education and culture, and sports.
Japan

International

OISCA-International Volunteers

OISCA Japan

http://www.oisca.org/

The Children's Forest Program (CFP) established in 1991, promotes tree planting at schools with OISCA-International volunteers in developing countries.
OISCA-International is the first major international non-governmental organization to emerge in Japan. CFP encourages participation of children, teachers,
parents and other members of the community. Trainees gain practical skills and the spirit of volunteerism appropriate for national development.
Japan

National

Youth

Japan Youth Volunteers Association Japan Youth Volunteers
Association (JYVA)

http://www.jyva.or.jp/index
2.html

JYVA was founded in 1967 as an incorporated body to build up an extensive network with other Japanese volunteer groups, associations, corporations, and
research organizations, and other countries which promote volunteer activities. JYVA gives information and advice regarding volunteer activities, providing
opportunities for volunteering and for research and development, supporting international exchanges. JYVA has been nurturing new leaders in the volunteer
movement and creating new opportunities through volunteer experience.
Korea North International

Korea Overseas Volunteers (KOV)

Korea International Cooperation
Agency (KOIKA)

http://www.koica.or.kr/weba
pp/plsql/enmsr001

KOVs provide training for technicians in the host countries in such fields as auto maintenance, computer education, and civil engineering; and they help
increase incomes in rural areas by teaching local people advanced techniques in agriculture, livestock raising, and fishery. KOVs also work as nurses, public
health managers, and nutritionists to improve the health of the community members, while others work for community development and social welfare.
Korea South International

Angels' Haven programs

Angeles'Haven organization

http://www.angelshaven.or.k
r/english/

Angels' Haven has grown over the years from a children's home to an organization which serves the mentally and physically disabled as well. The Eunpyung
Special School, the Braille Library, the Rehabilitation Center and the Seobu Rehabilitation Hospital have been established to serve disabled individuals from
Angels' Haven and those from the greater community.
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East Asia and the Pacific
Country

Service Form

New
Zealand

International

Service Type

Program Name

Administering Agency or Body

Web Source

Volunteer Service Abroad (VSA)

Volunteer Service Abroad

http://www.vsa.org.nz

VSA volunteers help local communities achieve their own solutions by sharing skills, energy and experience. Assignments last for two years or less. Partner
organizations are non-governmental, community based, and local or national government. VSA is funded by private and corporate donations, and by the New
Zealand Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade as part of its overseas aid program. VSA volunteers work in areas such as health and disabilities, community
development, education and training, agriculture and rural development, economic development, conservation and forestry among others.
New
Zealand

National

Youth

Conservation Corps

Department of Conservation

http://www.youthaffairs.gov
t.nz/sec.cfm?i=5

The Conservation Corps is a program run by the Ministry of Youth Affairs. It has been established to give young people a chance to have a go at the hard but
rewarding work of conservation. The Conservation Corps is for young women and men to get involved in conservation or local community projects and to
learn new skills through education and challenging recreation. The programs are run by people in the local communities.
New
Zealand

National

Youth

Youth Service Corps

Department of Conservation

http://www.youthaffairs.gov
t.nz/pag.cfm?i=25

Youth Service Corps involves projects such as restoring historic buildings or working with community groups. Project members also get involved in new
learning opportunities through education, life skills and outdoor pursuits. To join a Youth Service Corps project you have to be 16-20 years old and registered
with Work and Income New Zealand.
Papua New
Guinea

National

Youth

National Youth Service (NYS)

National Youth Service Board

http://www.utas.edu.au/docs
/ahugo/NCYS/first/1PNG.html

NYS program was established in 1991 to involve youths in nation-building through education, training and community service. After completion a participant
gets funds from Youth Credit Scheme for business. Also, students in higher education are required to give one year of service in rural villages, where they will
work in their respective fields of study. It is intended to promote national unity.
Thailand

International

Rural Development Project

Rural Development Project

http://www.netcolony.com/li
fe/ruralis/thai31.html

The Rural Development Project aims to help rural communities in Northern Thailand to improve their living conditions by organizing groups of volunteers who
collaborate with them in practical development projects, and to help people "from the North" to understand rural communities "in the South" by working and
sharing with them everyday life. Volunteers work in teams of about fifteen. Each project has a leader who provides training for the work undertaken.
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East Asia and the Pacific
Country

Service Form

Thailand

International

Service Type

Program Name

Administering Agency or Body

Web Source

Greenway International Work
Camps

Greenway International

http://www.greenway.bizlan
d.com/index.htm

Greenway offers short, medium and long-term volunteering in Thailand. Greenway engages in alternative ways of thinking about environmental care, smallscale economic development and sustainable growth. The work itself is not the most important task but the impact of the volunteers thinking (often with
original and interesting ideas) on local development is.
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Europe and Central Asia
Country

Service Form

Albania

International

Service Type

Program Name

Administering Agency or Body

Web Source

Balkan Sunflowers Volunteer
Program

Balkan Sunflowers

http://www.ddh.nl/org/balka
nsunflower/index.html

Balkan Sunflowers is an international grassroots organization that was originally founded to aid the Kosovar refugees. After realizing that interaction with
voluntary aid workers, who come to work as partners and neighbors, helps restore community life, to soothe the experience of being uprooted, and to overcome
the sense of having been deserted. Balkan Sunflowers believes in the commitment of an international, grassroots community, participating in the local
community's reconstruction efforts.
Belgium

International

Mobility International

Mobility International

http://www.mobilityinternational.org

Mobility International organizes projects aimed at all people with a disability, regardless their nationality, age or type of disability as well as training courses
for those working for or living with them. Volunteer activities help in building up confidence and encouraging young disabled people to participate in other
programs that focus on assertiveness, leadership and independence and encouraging young disabled people to take responsibility for their own lives. Mobility
International organizes international exchange programs of 3-4 weeks where people with and without disabilities work together on community projects.
Belgium

Transnational

Youth

European Voluntary Service (EVS)

Education, Training and Youth,
European Commission

http://www.evs-info.com

EVS was set up in 1996. Young people spend six to 12 months carrying out voluntary service in another European country. It is based on solid partnership
between the youth volunteer, "the hosting project," "the sending project," and active social and educational sectors. The organization promotes community
development, intercultural education, understanding and peace through voluntary service. It provides a resource and support to local communities, at the same
time engaging individuals from diverse backgrounds.
Bulgaria

International

Youth

MAR-International Voluntary
Workcamps

MAR-Bulgarian Youth Alliance
for Development

http://www.mar.bg

MAR is an NGO dedicated to the building of civil society through the initiatives of youth. The organization is involved in many different youth projects and
especially related to building democracy. It goals are to strengthen international contacts; to facilitate the individual growth of the volunteers through the
acquisition of work, life and learning skills; to support the community initiatives; and to assist in community development and promote the idea of voluntary
work.
Czech
Republic

Transnational

Youth

Association of Voluntary Service INEX

SMVTM-INEX

http://webhost.cz/koi/inex

Association of Voluntary Service INEX-SDA was established in 1991 on the basis of the activities of the Center for International Youth Exchange and
Tourism. Since 1993 INEX-SDA has been working independently as a non-profit making organization designed for young people. INEX-SDA offers
individuals and groups a platform to create and run their own ideas, and projects, that are in harmony with INEX-SDA's aims. They help in social care, helping
in forests and in agricultural, supporting local communities and civic society, and the environment.
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Europe and Central Asia
Country

Service Form

Service Type

Program Name

Administering Agency or Body

Web Source

Estonia

Transnational

Youth

Estonian Youth Exchange Service
(ESTYES) Workcamps

EstYES

http://www.estyes.ee/index.
php?show=eng

This program organizes work camps in Estonia and sends Estonian volunteers abroad, including youth exchanges. Projects are organized in partnership with
local communities. Although there is no maximum age limit to participate in EstYES camps we work mainly with young people 16 - 26 years old.
Finland

International

Finnish Volunteer Programs ETVO

Kepa (Service Center for
Development Co-operation)

http://www.kepa.fi/english/s
outh/etvo

ETVO was set up as a global education program aimed at reducing cultural barriers and prejudices and increasing tolerance both in Finland and in developing
countries. This is achieved by enabling people to travel to countries not familiar to them and live and work there as unpaid volunteers in local communities. It
promotes tolerance, equality, democracy, sustainable development and global responsibility.
France

International

Concordia Volunteers

Concordia

http://www.concordiaassociation.org

Volunteers join three week "work camps" either in France (2-7 days), Europe (3, 6, or 12 months) or overseas (2-3 weeks). Volunteers live in a community
and work 5-6 hours daily on projects such as environmental protection, infrastructure development, or short-term social programs. Volunteers and local people
determine together the course of their work programs include international workcamps for intercultural encounters.
France

International

Youth

Etudes et Chantiers Espace Central

Regional Association of Work
Camps and Research (AREC)

http://www.unarec.org/ecec.
htm

Chantiers et Etudes Espace Central is the develop regional office for work camps and research offices. Programs fight social exclusion; develop infrastructure;
and facilitate experiential learning. The workcamps recruit volunteers from different countries and last 2-3 weeks, with long-term, international volunteering
possibilities for 18-25 year olds.
France

National

Youth

Etudes et Chantiers (Research and
Workcamps)

UNAREC

http://www.unarec.org/

Union Nationale des Associations Régionales Etudes & Chantiers-UNAREC (National Union of Regional Associations of Research and Work Camps) was
created in 1962 by several youth movements, and follows the trend of non-violence and humanism as well as international co-operation and exchanges. The
national workcamps are short-term voluntary service aimed at everyone from 14 years and above, without any special training or preparation.
France

Transitional

Volontariat civil (non military
national service)

unknown

http://www.france.diplomati
e.fr/actual/dossiers/v_civil

France developed a civil service alternative to the military service in 2001, per 2000 law with the collaboration of Germany to enhance their service programs.
The French and German governments are convinced that the joint participation of young people in such programs will help bring together the civil societies
they are constantly working to improve. Volunteers from the two countries will live and work in each other's countries.
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Europe and Central Asia
Country

Service Form

Germany

International

Service Type

Program Name

Administering Agency or Body

Web Source

Action Groups

Terre des hommes Germany

http://www.oneworldweb.de
/tdh/englisch.html

Terre des Hommes Germany is an aid organization focusing on initiatives for street children, working children, child prostitutes and refugee children. It also
runs food security and healthcare programs. It helps people to liberate themselves from oppression and economic hardship and seeks to empower them to try
out their own ideas about a life lived in dignity. The organization supports women, families and communities in caring for their children and help young people
to build a future beyond violence and poverty through the help of volunteers.
Germany

International

International Christian Service for
Peace

EIRENE

http://www.eirene.org/eng/

EIRENE was founded to promote the practice of nonviolence after the second world war. Volunteers work in a variety of projects in many countries to help
build solidarity and to provide relief. Service programs are held in the Northern hemisphere (peace work, projects with the handicapped, the elderly and other
socially marginal groups) and the southern hemisphere (agricultural and environmental projects, human rights work, women's' issues, illiteracy and training for
conflict resolution).
Germany

International

United Nations Volunteers Program United Nations Development
Program (UNDP)

http://www.unv.org/about/in
dex.htm

UNV is the volunteer arm of the United Nations created by the UN General Assembly in 1970 to serve as an operational partner in development. It mobilizes
qualified UN Volunteers and encourages people to become active in volunteering in their countries. It is administered by the UNDP and works through
UNDP's country offices around the world.
Germany

Local

Faith-based

Hamburger Spendenparlament e.V.

unknown

http://www.eurovolunteer.org

It collects donations for social initiatives and projects in Hamburg whose objective is to help people effected by poverty, homelessness, and isolation. Hamburg
citizens provide direct help through parliamentary co-determination in the form of a donation parliament. The parliament meets 3-4 times a year to decide on
how the donated funds are to be allocated to which social initiatives and projects which is completely volunteer run.
Germany

Local

Senior

Aktive Senioren Mannheim e.V

unknown

http://www.eurovolunteer.org/GERMANY/g
er73.htm

The younger senior citizens take on tasks that enable older senior citizens to remain in their own flats or houses as long as their health allows. They accompany
them on their various outings to shops and public authorities, and carry out minor repairs. Volunteers also run local communication center called
"Augartentreff. The initiative was founded within the framework of the model project Senior Citizens Co-operatives carried out by the Ministry of Social
Welfare of the State of Baden-Württemberg.
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Germany

National

Service Type

Program Name

Administering Agency or Body

Web Source

Civil Service (Ersatzdienst)

government

http://www.wehrpflichtrecht
.de/normen/zdg.html

Germany has the oldest civil service program in Europe. Groups of services are as required by the Federal Ministry.
Germany

Transnational

Action Committee Service for
Peace (AGDF)

German Development Service
(DED)

http://www.friedensdienst.d
e/agdf-eng/index.html

AGDF is an association of 34 peace organizations that represent their members' concerns about reconciliation and international co-operation, support and
encouragement for initiatives working for justice, for social security and for environmental concerns. AGDF works to increase recognition and promotion of
volunteer services with regard to international youth work, reconciliation work, development service through co-operating with churches, governments and
international institutions.
Germany

Transnational

IBG Workcamps

IBG Internationale Begegnung in
Gemeinschaftsdiensten e.V

http://www.workcamps.com
/indexeng.htm

IBG is a German non-profit organization founded in 1965 to promote voluntary work and international understanding. IBG organizes workcamps in Germany,
Latin America and Switzerland, in which it receives international participants sent by partner organizations. It also sends volunteers with a permanent
residence in Germany to workcamps organized by partner organizations abroad. Workcamps are voluntary, lasting between 2-4 weeks, and volunteers work
around 30 hours a week to serve the local community or the environment.
Germany

Transnational

Volunteer Service of ARSP

unknown

http://www.asf-ev.de

The work of Action Reconciliation in West Germany began in 1959 in Western and Northern Europe. ARSP works for reconciliation and peace between
nationalities through short- and long-term volunteer placements. They also have volunteers from partner countries who work in various projects in Germany
and in the UK and perform community work in poorer neighborhoods.
Germany

Transnational

Youth

International Cultural Youth
Exchange (ICYE)

The International Christian Youth
Exchange (ICYE)

http://www.icye.org/

ICYE is an international non-profit youth exchange organization promoting youth mobility, intercultural learning and international voluntary service. ICYE
organizes short and long-term exchanges combining home stays with voluntary service in a variety of community service projects in more than 30 countries
around the world.
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Greece

Local

Youth

Voluntary Work of Athens

Ethelontiki Ergasia-Athinas

http://www.eurovolunteer.org/GREECE/gre
ece.htm

Ethelontiki is an effort of young people to inform and mobilize other citizens, voluntarily in social and environmental projects. Ethelontiki focuses on groups
or individuals in need and problems of contemporary life, i.e., people with disabilities, the mentally ill, people who face poverty problems and social
exclusion. Participation of citizens in voluntary teams and projects is important in their service delivery. The organization works with institutions, local
authorities, social and health services and relevant organizations to separate out voluntarism as accepted social practice.
Hungary

International

Youth

Hungarian American Volunteer
Experience (HAVE)

The Foundation for Democratic
Youth(DIA)

http://www.idia.org/aboutdia.html

HAVE is one piece in DIA's multifaceted strategy to build an infrastructure for community service for youth aged 14-25 within Central and Eastern Europe.
The HAVE links American student-volunteers with their peers in Hungary. These students collaborate on teams, working side-by-side to meet important
environmental, cultural and social needs in the countryside and also experiment with the principles of public service and volunteerism.
Hungary

International

Youth

International Exchange Programs

The Foundation for Democratic
Youth(FDY)

http://www.idia.org/aboutdia.html

Foundation for Democratic Youth's approach is two-pronged: develop local youth service and complement the grassroots programs with a national public
policy strategy. FDY coordinates a national working group on youth service in order to build a network of advocates for volunteerism within government,
private, and non-governmental sectors. Volunteer activities include: organizing and maintaining a citywide recycling program, helping in a children's hospital
and a big family center, collecting clothes for children in a refugee camp, and mentoring at-risk kids in a local elementary school to ensure civil society
development.
Hungary

International

Youth

UTILAPU Work Camps

UTILAPU Service Civil
International

http://www.c3.hu/~scihun/e
ngind.html

UTILAPU Work Camps promote multicultural understanding by organizing summer camps focused on specific issues, e.g., from women's rights,
homelessness, environment, unemployment, and arts and culture. It encourages an international teamwork experience at local communities or abroad.
Hungary

Local

Youth

MIHUSZA Social Service
Foundation of Miskolc

unknown

MIHUSZA provides one year theoretical and six months practical training for 18 to 25 year old unemployed youth without high school diplomas who are
willing to start a career in the voluntary or non-profit sector. A non-profit administrator certification is given after completion of the training. Its mission is to
decrease social and cultural disadvantages among young people in Borsod County.
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Hungary

Local

Youth

The Catcher in the Rye Society

unknown

Web Source

Its mission is to train youth aged 14 to 25 to develop and manage free time activities for younger at-risk and latch-key children. The program has trained youth
"animators" to conduct after school and weekend programs and to provide psychological support for at- risk children.
Hungary

National

Youth

Association of Hungarian Pioneers

The Association of Hungarian
Pioneers

The Association of Hungarian Pioneers has a legacy of extensive nature conservation and recyclable waste collection activities. It is an environmentallyoriented organization that recruits youth volunteers for their programs.
Hungary

National

Youth

Teenagers Parliament

Ministry of Internal Affairs

The program teaches youth ages 10 to 18 about the rights and responsibilities of life in a participatory democracy. This is done through youth parliament by
the same rules as the Hungarian political system. They also elect a president, a prime minister and cabinet every year. They can take an active role debating
public issues such as environmental protection, economic development, health and human services, cultural preservation, human rights as well as technology
and participate in community services.
Hungary

National

Youth

The Scouts

The Scouting Association

Hungary

Transnational

Youth

Foundation for Democratic
Youth/Demokratikus Ifjúságért
Alapítvány (DIA)

The Foundation for Democratic
Youth

http://www.i-dia.org/

Foundation for Democratic Youth incorporated in Székesfehérvár in 1999, is a non-profit developing youth service programs across Hungary with cross-border
links to Slovakia, Romania and Poland. Their mission is to strengthen local civil society by developing the leadership skills of young people, preparing them to
volunteer with grass-roots non-profits in their own communities. DIA has initiated pilot programs with secondary schools and universities in six cities, a
National Advisory Council and service learning exchange programs with American universities.
Hungary

Transnational

Youth

Hungarian Youth Conference Camps Ministry of Youth and Sports,
Hungary

The mission of Hungarian Youth Conference is to reach Hungarian youth living outside the borders of Hungary, particularly in areas affected by the Treaty of
Trianon that ended World War I. HYC seeks to foster a "renaissance" of Hungarian identity among these youth, vis-à-vis youth media campaigns, summer
camps, cross-border networking through churches and NGOs, and the promotion of youth tourism across Hungary.
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Service Form

Ireland

International

Service Type

Program Name

Administering Agency or Body

Web Source

Agency for Personal Service
Overseas

Department of Foreign Affairs and
Ireland Aid

http://www.apso.ie/website_
text/index.html

APSO is an Irish government body established in 1974 to promote the sharing of skills and the building of local capacity in developing countries. APSO is
committed to the alleviation of poverty and the promotion of sustainable development, people-centered co-operation, skills transfer and the building of local
capacity. Through voluntary service they provide quality, cost-effective and efficient service and sharing the valuable experience of development workers with
communities in Ireland and elsewhere for two years.
Italy

International

Group of Civil Voluntary GVC

unknown

http://www.soros.org.mk/ng
o/gvc/it/gvc.htm

GVC's activities is to support development projects, improving the conditions of local population and encouraging processes of social and economic
development. They ensure capacity building of local communities, international cooperation, peace and solidarity. GVC places a high priority on integrated
approach, developing programs in different sectors that support coordinated efforts across a variety of field such as health education, promotion of economic
activities, support of local communities.
Italy

National

ARCI Servizio Civile

Associarsi Cultura Internazionali
Politiche Sociali (ARCI)

http://www.arciserviziocivil
e.it/

ARCI was established in 1957, is a civic independent association of social promotion. The communities practice and promote active citizenship and selforganization of citizens. ARCI helps in international solidarity, cooperation to human development, community relations; promotion of the rights to citizenship
through civil service and voluntary service.
Netherlands Transnational

Youth

SIW Internationale

Vrijwilligersprojekten

http://www.siw.nl/index.htm
l

Projects take place in over 50 countries, for example in Russia, Poland, Zimbabwe, Kenia, Nepal, China, Mexico, Ecuador, United Kingdom and many other
countries. SIW also organises about 20 projects in the Netherlands, where we welcome foreign people who want to learn more about life in Holland, to spend
their holidays in a useful way and to have a good time.
Poland

International

Youth

Local Activity Center

BORIS (The Office for the
Movement of Self-help Initiatives)

http://www.boris.org.pl

BORIS provides daily services for NGOs, information on grants, training and counseling programs. It also plays a critical role in setting standards for the
nonprofit sector through a network of consortium of six independent NGOs working to support the development of the Third Sector and civil society in
Poland. Local Activity Centers, are decentralized community development organizations helping local citizens to identify and meet community needs. Youth
participate in the program as volunteers, supporting local nonprofits, housing organizations, or planning culture events.
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Poland

International

Youth

Voluntary Service Promotion
Association-FIYE

Voluntary Service Promotion
Association SPO

http://www.eastlinks.net/me
mbers/sppoprez.html

Volunteer Service Promotion Association promotes the idea of voluntary service as a special form of international contacts between young people to organize
all forms of international co-operation that may contribute to the wider development and promotion of the idea of youth voluntary service. It trains volunteers
in order to prepare them for accomplishing the above goals. It was set up jointly by a group of students of the University of Warsaw in 1993 with the help of a
few older activists of the international voluntary service movement.
Portugal

International

Youth

Young Volunteers for Solidarity
Program (YVS)

Department of Youth

http://www.acys.utas.edu.au/
ianys/country/portugal.html

YVS challenges the social and voluntray intervention of young people integrated in projects, the voluntary work being understood as a demonstration of
solidarity and co-operation, a path leading to autonomy and the ability to make decisions, a way of man achieving fulfilment and a means to give the citizens
training.
Russian
Federation

Local

Youth

"Perspektiva" Youth Community
Service project

"Perspektiva" The regional Society
of Disabled People

http://www.perspektivainva.da.ru/

Perspektiva is a Russian Non-Governmental Organization (NGO) for disabled persons and able bodied youth, founded in March of 1997. Through the Youth
Community Service Project, Perspektiva, engages disabled and able-bodied youth to do service together. Perspektiva manages projects in which direct services
are provided to disabled youths: peer support, disability awareness and advocacy trainings, and informational newsletters.
Russian
Federation

Local

Youth

Aircraft

The Center of Patriotic Search
Teams

Aircraft coordinates expeditions for the discovery of old battles and burial sites in the vicinity of Oryol. In addition, they prepare thematic exhibitions and help
to enrich museum collections based on materials and information acquired during excavations and archive work. Thus, activities to preserve and honor the war
victims are a widely popular and publicly supported type of youth service that is perhaps unique to Russia.
Russian
Federation

National

Child and Youth Social Initiatives
(DIMSI)

Child and Youth Social Initiatives
(DIMSI)

DIMSI attracts young people from all over the country to voluntary community service. DIMSI provides special educational programs and vocational training
in social work for interested teenagers and adults in cooperation with the Social Work Pedagogic Institute and other educational institutions. Volunteers, gain
practical experience in welfare, health-care, educational, and cultural institutions and also provide specialized informational, consultative, and pedagogical
support to a wide variety of people who are in need of assistance.
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Russian
Federation

National

Youth

Association of Young Leaders

Association of Young Leaders

http://www.ayl.ru

The Association of Young Leaders has been implementing a comprehensive service oriented project called "Motherland." AYL organizes and moderates joint
educational seminars for young people interested in community service and for leaders of state and non-governmental organizations that can provide volunteers
with significant service opportunities. They provide support in fundraising, recruiting and establishing relations with local authorities and NGOs.
Russian
Federation

National

Youth

Social Partnership

"Social partnership" Moscow
Regional Charity Foundation

Social Partnership is an organization established to distribute humanitarian aid through the development of civilian youth service as an alternative to military
service. Social Partnership compile information on needy individuals, including the disabled, orphaned, solitary, elderly, large families, victims of repression,
war and labor veterans, and produce a database according to which charitable aid was distributed.
Slovakia

Transnational

Youth

Association for International Youth
Exchange and Tourism (INEX)

INEX Slovakia

http://www.alliancenetwork.org

This program organizes work projects and the exchange of young people with similar organizations abroad. It also organizes work camps in Slovakia for
volunteers who are interested in environmental conservation, reconstruction of historical or technical unique buildings, agricultural works, archaeology, etc.
Switzerland International

International Federation of the Red
Cross/Red Crescent Society

The Red Crescent Society

http://www.ifrc.org/who/ind
ex.asp

The International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies was founded in 1919 and is the world's largest humanitarian organization, providing
assistance without discrimination as to nationality, race, religious beliefs, class or political opinions. The Federation's mission is to improve the lives of
vulnerable people by mobilizing the power of humanity. The Federation carries out relief operations to assist victims of disasters, and combines this with
development work to strengthen the capacities of its member National Societies and individual communities.
Switzerland National

Service Civil

Organe Central du Service Civile

http://www.serviziocivile.ch/f_index.htm

Passed in 1995 and effective October 1996, the Swiss "federal law on civil service" (LCS) created a civil service alternative to the military service.
Conscientious objectors can choose this civil service option instead, working for the public good in areas as: health, social service, research and cultural
preservation, environmental protection, forestry, agriculture, development and humanitarian work, and emergency relief assistance.
Turkey

International

Youth

International Voluntary Workcamps Genclik Servisleri Merkezi (GSM)

GSM main themes and activities include peace, anti-racism, and environmental conservation.
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United
Kingdom

International

Service Type

Program Name

Administering Agency or Body

Web Source

Camphill Association Volunteer
Program

Camphill Association

http://www.camphill.org.uk/

The Camphill Movement has made an essential contribution to the development of education, therapy and residential care for those with special needs and
influence government policy. In Camphill, the ideal is that of a community life where each person, according to ability contributes what they can towards the
well-being of their fellows. Camphill provides for adults with greater handicaps, helps with the socially handicapped and the psychologically disturbed person.
United
Kingdom

International

DORS Volunteers

Development Organization of
Rural Sichuan (DORS )

http://www.dors.org.uk/

Since 1997 DORS has been implementing small-scale village-based projects promoting rural development through education, micro-credit schemes, service
provision (electricity, water), social and community forestry and environmental improvement with the help of volunteers. The volunteer will make frequent
trips (3-4 per week) to villages. They help to prepare project proposals and write progress and evaluation reports, undertake general administrative tasks and
maintain a good working relationship with the local government.
United
Kingdom

International

Leonard Cheshire - Volunteer
Program

Leonard Cheshire International
(LCI)

http://www.leonardcheshire.org/

LCI works with disabled people to live independently, whether that means a care at home or support at a residential and nursing homes. In 1955, the first
overseas home was established, in Bombay, India. Day services and resource centers provide disabled people with an opportunity to learn new skills and
perhaps gain a qualification, or learn a skill that may lead on to employment. Volunteers make a vital contribution to achieve the objectives of Leonard
Cheshire.
United
Kingdom

International

Peace Bridges International

Peace Brigades International (PBI)

http://www.peacebrigades.o
rg

PBI protects human rights and promotes nonviolent transformation of conflicts. It sends volunteers into areas of political repression and conflict and
accompany human rights defenders, their organizations, and others threatened by political violence. PBI believes that communities need pace and freedom to
carry out their own development in ways that create self-empowerment rather than dependency. The volunteers come from different countries, backgrounds,
and philosophical and religious perspectives.
United
Kingdom

International

Youth Volunteers

Community Volunteer Services
(CSV)

http://www.csv.org.uk/csv/V
olunteering/volyoung.htm

Community Volunteer Services (CSV) offers volunteer opportunities throughout Britain. Volunteer's give pupils with special needs a boost with their reading,
helping homeless people move into permanent accommodations, befriending a young person to help prevent their re-offending, or working with a student with
physical disabilities. CSV volunteers support children with disabilities, adults with mental health problems, young offenders and homeless people and other
projects which benefit the community.
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United
Kingdom

National

Senior

Retired and Senior Volunteer
Program (RSVP)

Community Service Volunteers
(CSV)

http://www.csvrsvp.org.uk/index.html

RSVP provides opportunities for older people to volunteer in groups, or individually and to decide on projects according to their interests. RSVP recognizes
the wealth of skills and expertise which older people have. Volunteers work with community partners such as doctors, teachers, social care workers and local
authority officers to provide an invaluable contribution to local communities in many areas. Volunteer tasks may include advocacy, education, environmental
projects and social services.
United
Kingdom

National

Youth

Millennium Volunteers

British Trust for Conservation
Volunteers (BTCV)

http://www.mvonline.gov.uk

Millennium Volunteers is a Government-funded initiative for young people between 16-24 established in 1999. The scheme encourages the youth to get
involved in local issues and also gain experience, confidence and skills. The projects addresses environmental issues, youth leadership, community media, antiracism, drugs awareness, work with the elderly, and crime prevention. A certificate is given to volunteers.
United
Kingdom

Transnational

Youth

World Youth Millennium Awards

Unspecified

http://www.vso.org.uk/volun
t/pdd/wyma.htm

World Youth Millennium Awards fund community projects in the UK and overseasm where volunteers live and work with another young person from a
developing country for six months - spending three months in the UK and three months overseas. Participants are paired with a young person from an
exchange country living and working together for the whole six months. The program aims to reflect the diversity of British society in terms of geography,
education and ethnicity and people of different cultures.
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Brazil

International

Service Type

Program Name

Administering Agency or Body

Web Source

Volunteer Program

Iracambi

http://www.iracambi.com

In the late 1980s, Iracambi was established to catalyze the economic development of the local farming community and the conservation of the rainforest. In
1999, Iracambi founded Amigos de Iracambi, a charity organization, to support its community outreach work. It provides services on a commercial basis to
researchers, the Iracambi Rainforest Research Center runs a volunteer program. Volunteers who are interested in the cause of rainforest conservation are
invited to come and work on projects for 3 to 6 months.
Brazil

International

Volunteer Program

Group to Support the Prevention of
AIDS in Bahia

http://www.gapamg.skynet.c
om.br/conheca.htm

GAPA-BA combines efforts with non-AIDS-based institutions and works for those under-served by the state such as the poor, the illiterate, women, bisexual
people, youth, and rural inhabitants. The methods address behavioral changes instead of just offering information. Volunteers take classes on both the health
and the social impact of HIV/AIDS, and they learn the history of GAPA-BA. During a six-month trial period, the volunteer becomes integrated into the
organization and acquires the appropriate skills such as public speaking, data entry, or peer counseling.
Chile

International

Chol-chol Foundation Volunteer
Program

Chol-Chol Foundation for Human
Development

http://www.cholchol.org

The Chol-Chol Foundation is a non-profit development organization, created in 1971, to fulfill the vision of viable, sustainable self-development in Chile. The
organization maintains a volunteer program that helps it to achieve a number of professional jobs that otherwise would not be possible. Volunteers come to the
Foundation from all around the world, provide their professional skills, and help to support the programs. The volunteers are not paid.
Chile

National

Servicio Pais

National Foundation for
Overcoming Poverty

http://www.serviciopais.cl/S
pais/servi_pais.htm

Servicio País are young professionals who live and work in poor districts for one year. They adopt a local strategy to overcome poverty. They collaborate in
designing projects to access funding, strengthening community organizations. They assist in improving municipal management, articulating social networks,
and promoting initiatives between the public and private sectors.
Colombia

International

Youth

Semester of Experience
(Experiencia Semestral)

Opcion Colombia

http://www.opcioncolombia.
org.co

The Semester Experience places university students as volunteers in the community. They develop and support a project within certain areas. Participants pay
registration fee.
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Costa Rica

International

Service Type

Program Name

Administering Agency or Body

Web Source

The Asociación Cultural de
Intercambio (ACI-Costa Rica)

ACI-CR (Asociacion Cultural de
Intercambio)

http://www.aci-cr.org

ACI-CR is a non profit organization, whose main activity is the exchange of young people from different countries, ideologies, beliefs and cultures, as a way of
approaching the peoples of the world. ACI-CR also organizes Eco-Camps, Work-Camps, short exchanges, international activities and implements a project of
environmental education named Yàblö Yàmipa. Length of service can be between 2 to 8 weeks or several months.
Costa Rica

International

Conservation Programs

Sarapiqui Conservation Learning
Center (SCLC)

http://sarapiquirainforest.co
m/learning_center/

The SCLC was started as a non-profit organization in 1995 to provide the Sarapiqui community, and Selva Verde guests with a variety of educational programs
and activities. The purpose of the programs, is to increase the opportunities for educational growth and economic and environmental sustainability. The
SCLC has a staff of dedicated international volunteers who make a commitment of six months or longer, during which they live with local families to become
integrated in to the community.
Costa Rica

International

Volunteer Program

Vida

http://www.vida.org

Vida program is a Costa Rican ecological non for profit organization that sponsors an array of projects most of which are carried on by local and international
volunteers. Most projects are related to conservation activities.
Costa Rica

International

Local

Volunteer in Costa Rica

OTEC International

http://www.volunteercostari
ca.com/volunteer.htm

Volunteer in Costa Rica is a program designed for everyone that includes university students, professionals and others who are interested in living in Costa
Rica while working on social interest projects with women's organizations, non-profit organizations, associations, foundations, and communities. The
orginizations are dedicated to developing various projects such as an agro tourist project, conservation of resources, forest conservation and restoration,
research and protection of Baula turtles, and conservation and environmental education projects.
Costa Rica

International

Youth

Social and Environmental
Volunteer Program

INJUDESO

http://www.injudeso.org/

Instituto de la Juventud para el Desarrollo Sostenible (Youth Institute for Sustainable Development) has three programs. The Programa de Voluntariado SocioAmbiental (P.V.S) ( social and environmental volunteer program) recruits volunteers every year from Costa Rica and other countries such as Germany and
Switzerland.
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Ecuador

International

Service Type

Program Name

Administering Agency or Body

Web Source

Volunteer Program

Voluntarios de Occidente (VDO)

http://www.geocities.com/v
dovolun/vdovolunteer.htm

VDO is a non-profit organization, that helps people in rural communities in Ecuador to improve their living conditions. The main field of operation is in
education requiring volunteer teachers for the public schools to teach the English language, basic computers skills and sports. VDO also participates with
volunteers in specific projects pertaining to Agriculture, Health, Culture and Ecology.
Ecuador

International

Cordillera Tropical programs

Foundation Cordillera Tropical
(FCT)

http://www.workingabroad.c
om

FCT is involved in creating a wildlife sanctuary in the southeastern Andes of Ecuador. Volunteer opportunities range from one to nine months and involve
resource conservation and management.
Ecuador

International

Go M.A.D.

Foundation Prana

http://www.go-mad.org

Foundation Prana is a charity organization in Ecuador providing welfare and health services to people in need, especially abandoned, abused, neglected and
sick children. It operates a rehabilitation center for children with serious neurological and mental problems, a shelter for children and mothers in distress,
recreational programs, food, medical attention and classes for disadvantaged children.
Ecuador

International

Foundation CSF Volunteer Program Cabo San Francisco Foundation

http://www.cabosanfrancisc
o.ch/indexeng.htm

The Foundation offers opportunities for volunteers in communitarian services and the conservation of the flora and fauna of the region. Volunteers provide
practical experience for people interested in the classification of native plants, and the collecting of seeds, and reforestation. They promote the knowledge and
care of the environment through environmental and health education. The volunteers work with communities and under the supervision of a member of the
Foundation.
Ecuador

International

Volunteer Program

Jatun Sacha

http://www.jatunsacha.org/e
nglish/

In July 1989, Jatun Sacha Foundation was approved as a private, non-profit Ecuadorian foundation. It offers opportunities for volunteers to participate in
research, education, community service, station maintenance, plant conservation and agroforestry activities carried out by the Jatun Sacha, Bilsa, and Guandera
biological stations. The volunteer program is intended to provide practical experience for people interested in contributing to Jatun Sacha's conservation
activities and projects.
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Guatemala

International

Service Type

Program Name

Administering Agency or Body

Web Source

Casa Xelajú Volunteer Program

Casa Xelajú

http://www.casaxelaju.com/
volunteer/index.htm

In 1994, La Pedrera Project was launched to encourage the development of a self-supportive economy and culture in the communities of La Pedrera and
Cantón Xetuj. They aim for unity in a diverse culture, and have community projects that facilitate relations between the community members, the volunteers,
and the people interested in supporting the programs of the project. Through volunteer work, volunteers gain insight into social issues and problems facing
Guatemala and contribute to their solutions, while at the same time gaining valuable educational experience.
Guatemala

International

Street School Program

Escuela de la Calle

http://beef.brownrice.com/st
reetschool/edelac.htm

The Escuela de la Calle or Street School formed in October in 1993 is an organization dedicated to improving the lives of destitute children in the southwestern
highland city of Quetzaltenango. Volunteers work with street children, former street children who live with foster families, and children at risk of becoming
homeless. They come from different countries and work to help the school by providing public health surveys, nutrition evaluations, grant writing and outdoor
education.
Honduras

International

Volunteer Program

Nuestros Pequeños Hermanos
(NPH)

http://sdnhon.org.hn/miembr
os/nph/marco.htm

NPH is a charitable organization which serves disadvantaged children by providing housing, food, clothes, medical assistance, education and a caring family
atmosphere. NPH is presently operating houses in Mexico, Guatemala, Haiti, Nicaragua and Honduras. Services are provided in a Catholic environment,
based on principles of unconditional love, sharing, work, responsibility and spirituality with the help of international volunteers.
Peru

International

APECA Volunteer Program

Association Promoting Education
and Conservation in Amazonia
(APECA)

http://www.apecaperu.org

APECA is a non profit organization dedicated to the promotion of education and conservation in the Peruvian Amazon rain forest. It works to develop remote
community villages, focusing in areas such as health, education, and environmental conservation. Volunteer programs are primarily aimed at foreign nationals.
There are no restrictions for local participation.
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Egypt

National

Youth

Program Name

Administering Agency or Body

Web Source

General Union of Boy Scouts and
Girl Guides

http://www.fordfound.org/pu
blications/recent_articles/docs/youth.pdf

General Union of Boy Scouts and Girl Guides is exclusively focused on youth aged 7 to 25. It recruits from schools, clubs, and large factories. The Scouts
and Guides are organized in groups each with a leader to foster a spirit of teamwork. Other youth projects are related to drug abuse awareness,
environmental protection, literacy campaign and nutritional campaign strategies. The Scouts and Guides are involved in national campaigns in
collaboration with the relevant ministries and international organizations on certain projects.
Egypt

National

Youth

National Service

Ministry of Youth

http://www.fordfound.org/pu
blications/recent_articles/docs/youth.pdf

There is a policy of national service for females, which serves as the equivalent of military service. There is a mandatory period of six months for female
graduates of secondary school, who work in an NGO before they can be officially employed in the public sector.
Israel

National

Youth

Israel Volunteer Association
(Aguda)

Israel Volunteer Association
(Aguda)

http://www.acys.utas.edu.au/
ianys/proceedings/index.html

The majority of the participants serve a period of a year, while others serve for of two years. The national service participants generally operate in the
following areas: religious school education, health care, community work with the police, courts, paramedical aid, social work, senior citizen care, child care
and education, new settlements, immigrant absorption, and community organizing.
Israel

National

Youth

Jerusalem Municipality

Jerusalem Municipality's Social
Service Department

http://www.acys.utas.edu.au/
ianys/proceedings/index.html

The Jerusalem Municipality operates this program, with a national unit established in 1996, to provide young people who are ineligible for army service,
including special-needs persons (mentally and physically disabled) with an equal opportunity to serve their country. The majority of national service
participants are Jewish women (aged 18-22). They are involved in social programs such as education, health care, welfare services and community
organizing for a period is between one to two years.
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Israel

National

Youth

Shlomit

Shlomit

http://www.acys.utas.edu.au/
ianys/proceedings/index.html

In 1993 a new national service provider was established in Israel. This national service organization, 'Salome,' is not exclusively for religious women or men,
but is open for secular as well as for religious females of all backgrounds (including Muslim, Christian and Bedoin Arabs) and Jewish men who have received a
medical waiver from the army. The organization's stated objectives are to place volunteers in a community service alternative to national service.
Israel

National

Youth

Youth Service

Council of Youth MovementsIsrael (CYMI)

http://www.acys.utas.edu.au/
ianys/proceedings/index.html

CYMI recruits youth (18-19), for one-year of voluntary community work. This service, however, does not replace military service, nor do its volunteers
receive any governmental rights and benefits as do volunteers of other organizations. Instead, the CYMI volunteers typically ask for a deferment in their
military conscription and volunteer strictly in the field of community work, with the community providing them modest accommodation. The volunteers
make work children and youth on educational and cultural activities within the community.
Israel

National

Youth faith

Bat-Ami

http://www.acys.utas.edu.au/
ianys/proceedings/index.html

Bat-Ami Association was founded in 1994 as a nonprofit organization supported by the Ministry of Labor and Social Welfare. It is a nonmilitary service
track for religious young Jewish men and women. Service opportunities are predominantly filled by religious women as a supplement to their regular service,
in the field of education, the assimilation of new immigrants, health care, care of the elderly, and work with the disabled. The women attend regular classes
on Jewish religion and history. The organization provides exceptional young Israeli women who, having served a year in Israel, to serve Jewish communities
abroad for their second year of service.
West Bank National
Community Work Program
Bireit University
http://www.iyv2001.org/inf
and Gaza
obase/articles/INTO
Since 1972, all Birzeit undergraduate students are required to be involved in community service. Students have the opportunity to undertake voluntary work
on a variety of community projects, as special jobs in public institutions, the paving of roads in refugee camps and isolated villages, helping farmers during
the harvest seasons, reforestation projects and teaching in literacy programs.
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West Bank National
Youth
Sharek
UNDP/PAPP
http://www.sharek.org
and Gaza
Sharek is a unique, community-based youth participation and development program implemented by UNDP/PAPP that aims to give young people between
the ages of 14-20 the opportunity to identify, plan, implement, evaluate, and sustain their own development initiatives. The program is funded by the Swiss
Government and operates in cooperation with Palestinian Government Municipalities and local NGOs. Sharek fosters a participatory philosophy that
young people are subjects, rather than objects, of their own development, and it works to empower and integrate youth into civil society by promoting their
active participation in the social, cultural, and economic life of their communities.
West Bank National
Youth
Tamer Institute for Community
Tamer Institute for Community
http://www.tamerinst.org
and Gaza
Education-Nakheel Teams
Education
Established in 1989, Tamer Institute views itself as one of the seeds that the Intifada sowed and an outshoot of the social values that the Intifada
strengthened and built upon. It promotes collective action among youth aged 13 to 19. Volunteers support reading and writing and community work
amongst children, youth, and adults in the West Bank and the Gaza Strip. They offer services to the elderly, the handicapped, community organizations,
and community campaigns.
West Bank National
Youth
Youth Service
Palestine Youth Union (PYU)
and Gaza
PYU was established in 1992 by a group of youth who were involved in the Voluntary Youth Movement which was initiated in the early 1970s and banned
at the beginning of the Intifada by the Israeli military orders. PYU supports the development of non-formal community based educational, cultural,
recreational, sport, environmental oriented activities and programs in order to provide Palestinian youth and children with better chances to develop their
personalities, skills, and capacities. Youth participate in the building of a civil and democratic society.
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Canada

International

Service Type

Program Name

Administering Agency or Body

Web Source

Canadian University Service
Overseas (CUSO)

Canadian University Service
Overseas (CUSO)

http://www.cuso.org

Canadian University Service Overseas (CUSO) was founded in 1961 as a Canadian organization which supports alliances for global social justice. It strives for
freedom, self-determination, gender and racial equality and cultural survival by sharing information, human and material resources, and by promoting policies
for developing global sustainability. It is a volunteer-sending non-profit organization that works in three main areas: human rights, livelihood, and
environment. It coordinates the overseas volunteer programs of Canadian universities that provide technical assistance to overseas governments or educational
institutions.
Canada

International

Youth

Chantiers Jeunesse

Chantiers Jeunesse

http://www.cj.qc.ca/

Chantiers Jeunesse is a non profit organization created in 1982. Chantiers Jeunesse, with associate organizations, pursues its objective which is the
development of the autonomy of young adults, aged 16 to 25 years old, by hosting work camps in Quebec as part of the Chantiers Jeunesse Program and
International Exchange Program. The programs involve youth from Quebec and youth from partner countries.
Canada

International

Youth

Customized Programs

Canada World Youth

http://www.cwy-jcm.org/

The Customized Programs are designed to offer learning opportunities based on a specific theme such as the environment, community development or
entrepreneurship training, or they are tailored for a particular group (women, First Nations, etc.). The programs usually have participants living with host
families and doing volunteer work in an area related to the program theme. These programs usually include a stay in Canada and a stay in a developing country.
Canada

National

Environmental Youth Corp (EYC)

The Canadian Council for Human
Resources in the Environment
Industry (CCHREI)

http://www.cchrei.ca/eyc.ht
ml

EYC is designed to create a six to 12 month window-of-opportunity for post-secondary graduates under the age of 30. These individuals are either unemployed
or underemployed, and are seeking to gain experience in either a national or international environmental project. The program has claimed great success as
individuals take advantage of real employment opportunities, particularly to build capacity in the Canadian environmental sector. The areas, of work are
related to environmental protection, conservation, and research.
Canada

National

Frontier College

Frontier College

http://www.frontiercollege.c
a

Frontier College is a Canada-wide, volunteer-based literacy organization that believes in the right to literacy and works to achieve literacy for all. Volunteers
are mostly youth who are placed in farms, prisons, and on oil rigs to teach reading or organize other events to promote literacy. In the street-youth program,
volunteers are also recruited from among their peers so that former or current street youth work with the center's clientele.
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Canada

National

Youth

Katimavik

Katimavik Opcan

http://www.katimavik.org/

The program was founded in 1977 by Senator Jacques Hébert. Program focuses primarily on personal development of young volunteers.
Canada

Transnational

Group Program

Canadian Crossroads International

http://www.grassroots.ns.ca/
comgrp/cros.htm

Based in the province of Quebec, the Group Program sends small groups of volunteers to Francophone countries in West Africa for two-month, summer work
placements. A parallel program brings West African participants to Quebec. Good knowledge of spoken French is required of volunteers.
Canada

Transnational

Overseas Group Program

Canadian Crossroads International

http://www.cciorg.ca/progro
up.html

This allows youth to work in one of over 20 countries in Africa, Asia, Oceania, Central and South America and the Caribbean. Overseas placements are a
minimum of 14 weeks long, and may work in areas such as community development, education, health care, agriculture, or business through non-profit, nongovernmental organizations in partner countries. Volunteers usually participate for four to six months. Volunteers must be at least 19 years of age with
overseas volunteers chosen on the basis of their cultural sensitivity, adaptability and commitment to promoting international awareness and professional skills.
Canada

Transnational

To-Canada Program

Canadian Crossroads International

http://www.cciorg.ca/procan
a.html

This program gives volunteers from developing countries the opportunity to live and work in Canada. Placements are 11 weeks in length, and are arranged
according to the participant's background and interests. To-Canada Crossroaders are recruited by Country Representatives and Country Committees in CCI
partner countries. Each To-Canada Crossroader is provided with a modest living allowance and limited health insurance.
Canada

Transnational

Youth

Canada World Youth - Central and
Eastern European

Canada World Youth

http://www.cwy-jcm.org/

Canada World Youth's mission is to increase the ability of people, especially youth, to participate actively in the development of just, harmonious and
sustainable societies. These programs last from six to seven months with participants either living and working in a community in Canada or abroad. The
program focuses as democratization, the environment, citizenship, the market economy and small business development. Youth get placed in a variety of
organizations and small businesses in communities in Canada and Overseas.
Canada

Transnational

Youth

Canada World Youth - Youth
Exchange Program

Canada World Youth

http://www.cwy-jcm.org/

The Youth Exchange Programs last 4-7 months and participants of the program live and work in a community in Canada and countries in Africa, Asia, the
Caribbean or Latin America. Participants learn about their own country and other cultures, gain practical work experience and deepen their understanding of
community and global development issues through volunteer service. The age range of program participants is 17-24. In their voluntary work projects they
may work in day care, seniors' homes, and with people with disabilities.
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Canada

Transnational

Youth

Joint Intiatives Programs

Canada World Youth

http://www.cwy-jcm.org/

Work Partner Programs provide participants with an opportunity to obtain practical work experience overseas. These three-to-six-month work placements take
place in developing countries. During their stay abroad, participants live with host families and work on community projects in areas such as primary health
care, the environment, new information technologies, and rural development.
Canada

Transnational

Youth

Netcorps

Canada World Youth

http://www.cciorg.ca/pronet
corp.html

Canada World Youth-Netcorps is for people between 19-24 years old who have experience in information technology. NetCorps takes place over a period of
six months, during which volunteers live in two communities, one in Canada and in another country. They live and work with youth from across Canada and
from the exchange country while studying the impact of new technologies on community and international development.
Canada

Transnational

Youth

Youth Challenge International (YCI) Youth Challenge International

http://www.yci.org/

Since 1989, YCI is a non-profit, non-religious, charitable organization. It is sponsored by the public and private sectors in Canada and abroad. YCI combines
community development, health work and environmental research in adventurous projects carried out by teams of volunteers aged 18-30 years.
Mexico

International

Piña Palmera Volunteer Program

Piña Palmera

http://www.laneta.apc.org/pi
na/english.htm

'Piña Palmera,' Centro de Atención infantil, A.C. is a non governmental organization created in 1984 which works with disabled people of all ages in rural areas
in the southern Mexican state of Oaxaca. Piña Palmera is regarded as a world leader in the field of integration between handicapped and the able bodied.
Program volunteers are from various countries around the world.
Mexico

National

CIJ Volunteer Program

Centros de Integracion Juvenil
(CIJ)

http://www.cij.gob.mx/

CIJ is a non profit civil association with years of work in prevention, treatment, rehabilitation. Its goals are to promote a shared social responsibility of the
community and to avoid the problems of drug consumption in the country. Volunteers with CIJ are mostly women and students performing social service and
need to serve for 3 or 4 hours weekly.
Mexico

National

Servicio Social

unknown

http://cienega.cuci.udg.mx/
Alumnos/SSOCIAL/

Servicio Social is mandatory for all university students requiring a commitment of six months to two years. The program has had its major impact in the
delivery of health services to rural areas. Some universities offer stipends.
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Mexico

National

Service Type

Program Name

Administering Agency or Body

Web Source

Servicios Juveniles

Mexican Institute of Youth (IMJ
Instituto Mexicano de Juventud)

http://www.imjuventud.gob.
mx/

The Mexican Institute of Youth, which began in 1998, is a national policy for youth between 12 and 29 years of age, which incorporates them into the
development of the country. Activities performed by the Mexican Institute of Youth address sexuality, human rights, the prevention of addictions, the
environment, and culture.
United
States

International

AFS Community Service Program

America Field Service (AFS)

http://afsweb.afs.org/public
web.nsf/pages/cs

AFS Community Service Program participants volunteer with local organizations that address community needs such as helping street children lead healthier
lives or developing training programs with human rights workers. The program exposes participants to new customs and values that challenge them to reflect
on their own cultural norms.
United
States

International

AFS International

American Field Service (AFS)
Colombia

http://www.afs.org.co/

AFS Colombia was established in 1959. AFS is a non-profit, volunteer-based educational organization offering exchanges in community service for 6 months.
Participants are between 21 and 30 years old, and work within a public or private organization. The basic objective is to manage a direct bonding with the
cultural, political and social reality of the world. The program tries to fortify the loops between the involved countries.
United
States

International

Amizade Volunteer Programs

Amizade

http://amizade.org/

Amizade is a non-profit organization that was started with the idea of saving the rain forest by helping the people of the rain forest. Amizade was created to
provide opportunities for individuals and groups to take part in educational, environmental, health, welfare, and other service projects through alternative travel
programs that are a mix of community service and recreation. Volunteers have the unique opportunity to participate in the construction of schools, and health
posts. Volunteers do not need any special skills, only a willingness to help.
United
States

International

Ashoka Volunteer Program

Ashoka

http://www.ashoka.org

Ashoka Fellows are leading social entrepreneurs who are recognized to have innovative solutions and the potential to change patterns across society. Ashoka
Fellows undergo a rigorous search and selection process in which they demonstrate creativity, entrepreneurial quality, social impact of the idea ethical fiber.
Ashoka Fellows program has been implemented in India, Brazil, Zimbabwe, Central Europe, and the USA, making Ashoka a truly global association of leading
social entrepreneurs. Fellows work in the fields of education, environment, health, human rights, economic development, and civic participation.
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United
States

International
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Administering Agency or Body

Web Source

BRIDGES

Building Responsible International
Dialogue Through Grassroots
Exchanges (BRIDGES)

http://www.grassrootsbridge
s.org/

BRIDGES is an eight-month program that provides individuals, who are historically underrepresented in international exchanges, with the opportunity to spend
a summer volunteering abroad. Their experiences are anchored in solid training on global and local community issues. Fellows participate in extensive predeparture and post-service workshops, develop leadership skills and contribute their unique voices to community needs.
United
States

International

Bridges to Community - Volunteer
Program

Bridges to Community

http://www.bridgestocommu
nity.org

Bridges to Community is a non-profit, community development organization which takes groups of volunteers to work, learn, and reflect in developing
countries such as Nicaragua and Kenya. Always with the support of the community, projects include the construction of schools, clinics and feeding centers as
well as opportunities for health care professionals.
United
States

International

CARE Corps Volunteer Program

CARE International and CrossCultural Solutions

http://www.care.org/carecor
ps/

CARE Corps is a cultural exchange program for people interested in volunteering and learning about social and development issues in Peru. CARE Corps
volunteers interact with Peruvian communities in a variety of locally-driven projects. It is an international volunteer program for people interested in learning
about sustainable solutions to poverty. CARE Corps volunteers work in partnership with local people in a variety of community-based projects. This programs
offer hands-on opportunities, meaningful cultural immersion, and educational sessions about global issues, international development, and care.
United
States

International

Concern America's Volunteer
Program

Concern America

http://www.concernamerica.
org

Concern America is a non-governmental, non-sectarian international development and refugee aid organization. Volunteers who are professionals in the fields
of health, public health, health education, adult literacy, sanitation, agroforestry, appropriate technology, and community organizing offer services to
impoverished communities and refugees in developing countries. Concern America programs emphasize training of community members in order to impart
skills and knowledge by volunteers.
United
States

International

Cross-Cultural Solutions -Volunteer Cross-Cultural Solutions
Program

http://www.crossculturalsolu
tions.org

Cross-Cultural Solutions is a nonprofit organization that employs humanitarian volunteer action to empower local communities, foster cultural sensitivity and
understanding, and further social progress through alternative overseas volunteer programs. Volunteers travel overseas, work with dynamic social service
pioneers, and come face-to-face with global issues. Children ages to 13-16, may attend and volunteer with adult supervision. Volunteers must be 18.
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Earthwatch Institute -Volunteer
Program

Earthwatch Institute

http://www.earthwatch.org

The Earthwatch Institute is a non-profit organization founded in 1971, which supports scientific field research world-wide by matching volunteers each year
with scientists on expeditions in 24 states and 49 countries. Its mission is to promote sustainable conservation of natural resources and cultural heritage by
creating partnership among scientists, educators, and the general public. These volunteers help scientists with the tasks of their field expeditions worldwide, in
a diverse array of disciplines from archaeology, geology, environmental sciences, marine biology, zoology, and international health.
United
States

International

Global Service Corps- Internship
Program

Global Service Corps/ Island
Institute

http://www.globalservicecor
ps.org

Global Service Corps offers program participants an experience in international development and cultural immersion. Participants live with local families
while assisting grassroots community organizations on development projects, rainforest conservation, sustainable agriculture, AIDS/HIV awareness, women's
group projects, and teaching English.
United
States

International

Global Service Corps-Long Term
Program

Global Service Corps/ Earth Island
Institute

http://www.globalservicecor
ps.org

Global Service Corps offers program participants an experience in international development and cultural immersion. Participants live with local families
while assisting grassroots community organizations on development projects. They assist with rainforest conservation, sustainable agriculture, AIDS/HIV
awareness, women's group projects, and teaching English. Participants are matched with NGOs in their host countries depending on their interests and
experience with a minimum length of service of 2 months.
United
States

International

Global Volunteers

Global Volunteers

http://www.globalvolunteers
.org

Founded in 1984, Global Volunteers is a private, nonprofit U.S. development organization with the goal of helping to establish a foundation for peace through
mutual international understanding. At the request of local leaders and indigenous host organizations, Global Volunteers sends teams of volunteers to live and
work with local people on human and economic development projects identified by the community as important to its long-term development. Volunteers live
in rural communities in Africa, Asia, the Caribbean, the Americas, the Pacific and Europe.
United
States

International

Global Works - Volunteer Program

Global Works Inc.

http://www.globalworksinc.
com/

Global Works Inc, organize volunteer service that helps in cultural immersion, language learning, travel and adventure. Programs range from 3 to 4 weeks in
length and include: rebuilding habitats; construction of community centers; playgrounds and water systems; and reforestation and castle restoration among
others.
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United
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International
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Health Volunteers Overseas

Health Volunteers Overseas

http://www.hvousa.org

Health Volunteers Overseas is a non-governmental organization dedicated to improve the availability of health care in developing countries through education
and training. It is a program for established physicians, nurses, dentists and physical therapists interested in developing and participating in training programs
for health personnel in developing countries.
United
States

International

Heifer International -Volunteer
Program

Heifer Project International

http://www.heifer.org

Heifer Project International helps impoverished families worldwide to become more self-reliant through the gift of livestock and training in their care.
Volunteer opportunities include general farm/livestock workers, construction, hospitality, cafeteria, cleaning, office work, speakers, media volunteers,
educational staff, organic gardening, and agroforestry. Volunteers are provided a small stipend, food, and housing.
United
States

International

International Executive Service
Corps (IESC)

International Executive Service
Corps

http://www.iesc.org/

IESC is the largest not-for-profit managerial and business development organization in the world. Volunteers are senior-level managers or professionals who
help businesses or non-profit organizations around the world. IESC experts provide hands-on training and mentoring to businesses, organizations, and
government agencies for 3 months.
United
States

International

International Partner Program

Habitat for Humanity International

http://www.habitat.org/

United
States

International

International Service

Global Citizens Network

http://www.globalcitizens.or
g

Global Citizens Network seeks to create a network of people who are committed to the shared values of peace, justice, tolerance, cross-cultural understanding
and global cooperation. It helps in the preservation of indigenous cultures, traditions and ecologies, and the quality of life around the world. Global Citizens
Network provides individuals the opportunity to interact with people of diverse cultures in order to develop creative and effective local solutions to global
problems through volunteers to rural communities through local grassroots organization.
United
States

International

International Voluntary
Services(IVS)

International Voluntary Services
(IVS)

http://www.ivs-inc.org

IVS is a flexible program designed to fit the needs of host institutions and volunteers, for many of whom a standard two-year assignment is not an option. The
program is based on self-financed volunteers. It sends experienced Americans on targeted projects, and is open to those with relevant professional or technical
skills and language competence appropriate to the placement. It is expected that most assignments are between tow and six months. Individual volunteers are
motivated and independent and able to work with a minimum of orientation and program structure.
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M.E.D.I.C.O. Volunteer Teams

Medical, Eye & Dental
International Care Organization,
Inc.

http://www.medico.org/

Through M.E.D.I.C.O., volunteerss to bring basic health care to people in remote areas of Central America. Volunteers work, eat, and sleep alongside those
they serve. This unique life-changing experience allows them to share the daily challenges faced by those living in developing countries. A typical
M.E.D.I.C.O. team consists of volunteers of several lay and professional members in the field of health care.
United
States

International

Operation Crossroads Africa

Operation Crossroads Africa, Inc.

http://www.igc.org/oca/

Operation Crossroads Africa is a non-profit, non-governmental organization that promotes cross-cultural sharing and understanding. It sponsors two programs:
the Africa Program and the Diaspora Program based in Brazil. Crossroads volunteers spend 3 orientation days, 6 work weeks, and one travel week as part of
an international team of various racial, cultural, and educational backgrounds. All projects include community development, community health/medical,
environmental/agricultural, and education and training in the rural areas.
United
States

International

Peace Corps

Executive Branch of the United
States

http://www.peacecorps.gov/i
ndexf.cfm

Established in 1961, the Peace Corps helps the people of interested countries in meeting their need for trained men and women; promote a better understanding
of Americans on the part of the peoples serve and promote a better understanding of other peoples on the part of Americans. Volunteers work with teachers
and parents to improve the quality of, and access to, education for children. They work with communities to protect the local environment and to create
economic opportunities. They work on basic projects to keep families healthy and to help them grow more food.
United
States

International

Volunteer Nepal Himalaya

Himalayan Explorers Connection
(HEC)

http://www.hec.org/

HEC is a non-profit organization dedicated to assisting locals and travelers to the Himalayan region. The program consists of language and culture training in
Kathmandu, followed by placement in an English-teaching positions in a village. Participants live with families during the entire 4-month program.
United
States

International

Volunteer Program

Institute for International
Cooperation and Development,
Michigan (IICD)

http://www.iicdmi.org/

IICD is a private non-profit organization. The first volunteer program began in 1987. The program involves a five and a half month preparation period during
which volunteers are trained in the work they will be doing abroad. Volunteers spend six months abroad and then one and a half months doing follow-up work
such as conducting presentations at schools, churches, and nursing homes.
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Volunteer Services

ACDI/VOCA (Agricultural
Cooperative Development
International/Volunteers in
Overseas Cooperative Assistance)

http://www.acdivoca.org/

ACDI/VOCA assists clients at every stage of the complex food and fiber system, from rural farm production to value-added processing and marketing, to
domestic and international trade. Volunteers are mid-career professionals who have from 10 to 40 years of high-level experience and a commitment to
improving the lives of people abroad. Assignments last from two to 12 weeks. ACDI/VOCA manages one of the largest volunteer databases in the world with
experts in agriculture, business, finance, co-operative development and natural resource management. Volunteers bring the democratic, free-enterprise values
of the American heartland to clients overseas and demonstrate personal concern for the people they help.
United
States

International

Witness for Peace -International
Team

Witness for Peace (WFP)

http://www.witnessforpeace.
org/

WFP is a politically independent, grassroots organization committed to nonviolence and led by faith and conscience with the mission to support peace, justice
and sustainable economies in the Americas. Programs focus on the impact of US policies and corporate practices on the poor majorities of Latin America and
the Caribbean. Participants commit to a two-year term of service with the organization.
United
States

International

Faith-based

American Jewish World Service Jewish Volunteer Corps

American Jewish World Service

http://www.ajws.org

The Jewish Volunteer Corps, founded in 1993, sends skilled adult volunteers to local non-governmental organizations working in small business/microenterprise development, sustainable agriculture, education and public health projects throughout the developing world. Volunteers provide humanitarian relief
in the form of technical assistance to grassroots organizations in many countries in their area of professional expertise. They provide training to the host
organizations while experiencing a new culture.
United
States

International

Faith-based

Amity Teachers Program

Church World Service

http://www.churchworldserv
ice.org/amity/index.htm

Amity Teachers Program provides an opportunity for a two-year experience teaching English in China under the auspices of the Amity Foundation, established
by the Christian Council of China. Transportation, benefits, housing and a small stipend are provided by cooperating denominations for each volunteer, who
must be a college graduate.
United
States

International

Faith-based

Habitat for Humanity International - Habitat for Humanity International
Global Village Program
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United
States

International

Faith-based

Jesuit Volunteer Corps

Jesuit Volunteer Corps

http://www.jesuitvolunteers.
org

Jesuit Volunteers draws inspiration and direction from the traditions of the Society of Jesus, who are committed themselves to working with the poor. Many
grassroots organizations across the country count on Jesuit Volunteers to provide essential services to low-income people and those who live on the margins of
our society. Jesuit Volunteers serve the homeless, the unemployed, refugees, people with AIDS, the elderly, street youth, abused women and children, the
mentally ill, and the developmentally disabled.
United
States

International

Service Learning

Global Service Corps-Short Term
Programs

Global Service Corps/Island
Institute

http://www.globalservicecor
ps.org/

Global Service Corps offers program participants an experience in international development and cultural immersion. Participants live with local families
while assisting grassroots community organizations on development projects. The programs assist with rainforest conservation, sustainable agriculture,
AIDS/HIV awareness, women's group projects, and teaching English. Placements match the background of participants to the needs of our partner
organizations.
United
States

International

Youth

Collegiate Challenge

Habitat for Humanity International

http://www.habitat.org/

United
States

International

Youth

American Jewish World Service International Jewish College Corps

American Jewish World Service

http://www.ajws.org

College students and recent graduates explore international development, study social justice within a Jewish context, and serve on hands-on volunteer projects
in the developing world and Israel with the International Jewish College Corps (IJCC), a seven-week cultural immersion experience. Volunteers live and work
in rural villages in Honduras and Ghana with group leaders who have extensive backgrounds in international development and Jewish experiential learning and
volunteer service.
United
States

International

Youth

Amigos Volunteer Program

Amigos de las Americas

http://www.amigoslink.org

Amigos de las Americas is an international, voluntary, not-for-profit organization that provides leadership development opportunities for young people,
promotes community health for the people of Latin America, and facilitates cross-cultural understanding for the people of the Americas. Volunteers usually
live with families in small communities in rural and urban areas, and are supervised by more experienced volunteers and officials of the host agency.
Volunteers must demonstrate a commitment to developing their leadership skills through participation in health and community development.
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United
States

International

Youth

Global Routes-College Programs
(Teaching Internships)

Global Routes

http://www.globalroutes.org

Global Routes Interns are assigned in pairs to remote villages where they teach in local schools and take on the responsibility of completing at least one
community service project. Volunteer interns live separately with a family of the community in a simple, traditional home which brings them into the natural
rhythm and flow of daily village life and participate in community service. The interns are people who have passion for adventure, contribution, cross-cultural
immersion and personal growth.
United
States

International

Youth

Global Routes-High School Program Global Routes

http://www.globalroutes.org

Founded in 1989, Global Routes is a non-profit organization dedicated to creating service opportunities for high school and college students in the United
States and in the developing world. Service projects include reforestation work, construction of low-income housing, schools, health and community centers,
teaching English as a Second Language, running day-care programs, and working with senior citizens. Program lengths range from 4-7 weeks.
United
States

Local

Faith-based

Buddhist Alliance for Social
Engagement (BASE)

Buddhist Peace Fellowship

http://www.bpf.org/base1.ht
ml

BASE is a Buddhist Peace Fellowship program that started in 1995 in the San Francisco Bay Area. BASE provides a community-based structure that combines
social action and social service with Buddhist practice. Participants spend 6 months or longer in a Buddhist-based support community while engaging in partor full-time service or social action, either in volunteer work or in paid employment. Participants volunteer in Bay Area jails, prisons, or prison reform
organizations, education, provide direct service, or advocacy for the homeless.
United
States

National

AmeriCorps NCCC (National
Civilian Community Corps)

Corporation for National and
Community Service

http://www.americorps.org/
nccc/index.html

AmeriCorps-National Civilian Community Corps (NCCC) is a part of AmeriCorps, the network of service programs operated by the Corporation for National
and Community Service that provides opportunities for full and part-time service in exchange for educational awards. NCCC meets community needs in
cooperation with non-profit programs, state and local agencies, and other community groups. AmeriCorps-NCCC is a 10-month residential national service
program for young women and men between the ages of 18 to 24. Members serve on environmental projects, education, public safety, disaster relief, and other
community needs across the country.
United
States

National

AmeriCorps State and National

Corporation for National and
Community Service

http://www.americorps.org

AmeriCorps volunteers are sponsored by national, state and local nonprofit organizations. In order to meet the specific needs of the comunities they serve,
local AmeriCorps sponsors recruit and train AmeriCorps volunteers themselves. Volunteers engage in a range of activities.
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United
States

National

Service Type
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Administering Agency or Body

Web Source

AmeriCorps VISTA (Volunteers in
Service to America)

Corporation for National and
Community Service

http://www.americorps.org/

AmeriCorps-VISTA members have served economically challenged communities for more than 35 years. The program is dedicated to increasing the capability
of people to improve the conditions of their own lives. Members of AmeriCorps-VISTA serve full-time and live in the communities they serve, creating
programs that can continue after they complete their service.
United
States

National

Faith-based

Faith Community

Covenant House

http://www.covenanthouse.o
rg/

Covenant House is the largest privately-funded childcare agency in the United States, providing shelter and service to homeless and runaway youth. Volunteers
from all over the country come to work at Covenant House on a volunteer basis for one year. They serve God by working with the young people who come to
Covenant House and receive room and board, medical coverage and a small weekly stipend.
United
States

National

Faith-based

Just Works

Unitarian Universalist Service
Committee (UUSC)

http://www.uusc.org/involve
d/index.html

The UUSC confronts injustice by combining human rights education and advocacy in the United States with direct support for grassroots initiatives in other
countries. Just Works projects are work camps that help volunteers to examine and understand the root causes and damaging effects of injustice through the
people in the communities they serve. Participants (18 and older) work on community building and housing projects, and conduct arts and crafts workshops for
young people.
United
States

National

Faith-based

JVC: International

Jesuit Volunteer Corps
http://www.jesuitvolunteers.
org

Jesuit Volunteers draw inspiration and direction from the traditions of the Society of Jesus (the Jesuits). Jesuit Volunteers try to find where God will best be
served and where people will best be helped. Hundreds of grassroots organizations across the country count on Jesuit Volunteers to provide essential services
to low-income people and those who live on the margins of our society. Jesuit Volunteers serve the homeless, the unemployed, refugees, people with AIDS, the
elderly, street youth, abused women and children, the mentally ill and the developmentally disabled.
United
States

National

Faith-based

Lutheran Volunteer Corps

Evangelical Lutheran Church in
America

http://www.lvchome.org/

Lutheran Volunteer Corps is a one-to two-year program, which places volunteers in non-profit, social justice organizations. Placements include shelters,
community health centers, legal assistance centers, hospice care, advocacy, housing assistance, and more. Emphasis is on simplified living, intentional
community, and social justice. Participants are at least 21 and may be from different religious and ethnic backgrounds.
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United
States

National

Senior

Senior Corps (Foster Parent and
Senior Companion Program)

Corporation for National and
Community Service

http://www.seniorcorps.org/

United
States

National

Senior

Senior Corps (Retired and Senior
Volunteer Program or RSVP)

Corporation for National and
Community Service

http://www.seniorcorps.org/

RSVP helps people 55 and older find worthwhile service opportunities in their communities. RSVP volunteers serve from a few to over forty hours a week,
providing hundreds of services in public and non-profit organizations that range from education centers to police departments to hospitals. RSVP involves
seniors based on their personal interests, skills, and life experiences to address priority needs.
United
States

National

Youth

City Year

AmeriCorps

http://www.cityyear.org/

City Year is one of over 1,000 local and national AmeriCorps programs across the country. City Year brings together young adults, ages 17 to 24, from diverse
ethnic, cultural, and socioeconomic backgrounds for a demanding year of full-time community service, leadership development, and civic engagement. City
Year Corps members serve by promoting the leadership development of children.
United
States

National

Youth

National Association of Service and The National Association of
Conservation Corps
Service & Conservation Corps
(NASCC)

http://www.nascc.org/

NASCC is a non-profit corporation governed by a board of directors which is composed of corps program directors from throughout the U.S. Service and
conservation corps members occupy a leadership role among national and community service programs in the U.S. This service takes many forms, from
tutoring and mentoring in schools and faith-based after-school programs, to emergency response to fires and floods, to trail building and watershed restoration
on national, state, and local public lands. NASCC is a member of the Conservation Volunteers Alliance, the international lead body for practical conservation
programs.
United
States

National

Youth

Youth Corps

unknown

Launched in California in 1976, Youth Corps are state and local programs that engage youth and young adults, ages 16 to 25, in full time, voluntary,
environmental and community service, job training and educational activities. Unlike the original CCC, the corps' prototype, Youth Corps evolved without the
benefit of a dedicated federal funding source. Some of the activities the youth engage in are conservation, environmental restoration and recycling, education,
human services, health care and public safety, building renovation and construction, disaster relief.
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United
States

Transnational

Service Type
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Administering Agency or Body

Web Source

Volunteers For Peace Workcamps

Volunteer for Peace (VFP)

http://www.vfp.org

VFP is a Vermont non-profit which coordinates international work camps. VFP services include providing consultation and a placement service for workcamp
hosts and volunteers, and linking people with programs. The programs foster international education, voluntary service and friendship. VFP is a membership
supported organization and promotes international voluntary service as an effective means of intercultural education and community service.
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International

Service Type
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Development Education Program

Dakshinayan Organization

http://www.linkindia.com/da
x

Dakshinayan aims to promote better international and intercultural understanding through the Development Education Program. It also promotes a better
understanding of development in rural Indian communities through interactions between the "north" and the "south," among the visitors and the communities
where projects are based. Dakshinayan sensitizes individuals about global disparities and social injustices through community service. The program provides
non-Indians and city-dwelling Indians with hands on experience of development work and projects.
India

Local

Association of Youth for a Better
India (AYBI)

In January 1991, AYBI was formed to address the issue of citizen apathy. AYBI's active members are those who are 18 to 32 years. AYBI is run by
volunteers with one full-time paid employee. Affiliates can be of any age and support programs at their convenience. The organization is involved in waste
management with the co-operation of local area groups.
India

Local

Youth

Youth Alliance For AIDS Removal
(YAAR)

YAAR was established in 1993 as an informal youth group and became registered in 1995. Volunteers are trained on HIV/AIDS education and awareness.
India

National

Nehru Yuva Kendra Sanghatana
(NYKS)

Ministry of Youth Affairs & Sports

http://www.nyks-india.org

NYKS was established in 1972 with the objective of providing non-student rural youth (15-35 years) with the opportunity to grow and achieve national goals
through village-level youth clubs. The organization's strategy has been generation of awareness; and the organization and mobilization of youth for
development work in the village. The capacities of young people are built to set up, run and manage self-supporting youth clubs, which then become the main
mechanisms for generating awareness on community issues and participating in community service and which inculcates the spirit of volunteerism and
cooperation.
India

National

National Service Scheme (NSS)

Department of Youth Affairs

http://yas.nic.in/vsyas/acti.ht
m

NSS was launched in 1969. It is a student program. Its aim is to arouse social consciousness and develop the personalities of students through community
service. The scheme lasts for two years with students expected to complete 120 hours of community work. Activities that are considered community work
include: campus improvements; tree planting; construction work in adopted village and slums; work in welfare institutions; blood donation; adult and nonformal education; campaigns on health, nutrition, family welfare or AIDS; construction of durable assets; and sustainable development with emphasis on
wasteland development and watershed management.
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India

National

Youth

Bharat Scouts and Guides (BSG)

Ministry of Youth Affairs & Sports

http://www.tbsgi.org

BSG is one of the largest voluntary youth bodies in India. Scouting/Guiding is a non-formal education Movement with training methods based on law and
promises with various age groups from 5-25. The Scouts and Guides are resourceful, self-reliant, ever helpful towards others, discover their latent faculties and
talents. In terms of activities, scouts and guide units are involved in community development projects as health, development education, world solidarity and
national integration.
India

National

Youth

National Service Volunteer Scheme Department of Youth Affairs &
(NSVS)
Sports

http://yas.nic.in/vsyas/nsvs.h
tm

NSVS was launched in 1977-1978 to involve undergraduate students who are less than 25 years of age in social service on a voluntary basis. The scheme
contributes to national development, by providing opportunities for students to understand and appreciate community issues. The volunteer is envisaged as a
social engineer who will discover his creative potential and gain deep, critical insights into the processes of development. Selected volunteers undergo a 4week training program whose aims are to foster a deep understanding of national development, and impart specific managerial and technical skills that are
needed to organize youth program.
Nepal

International

Himalayan Volunteers (RCDP
Nepal)

Rural Community Development
Program (RCDP-Nepal)

http://www.rcdpnepal.com/

RCDP-Nepal is a non-profit volunteer organization. Since its inception in 1999, RCDP-Nepal has been running a volunteer program for volunteer promotion
and cultural exchanges. "Himalayan Volunteers" offers year-round volunteer programs in the areas of English teaching, orphanages, conservation work, and
health. Volunteers can choose an area of work according to their interest.
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Botswana

National

Youth

Tirelo Setshaba (National Service)

Government

http://www.utas.edu.au/docs/
ahugo/NCYS/first/1-Botswana.html

Volunteers of Tirelo Setshaba are assigned to governmentals and nongovernmental organizations. Most serve in rural areas in activities such as education,
health, agriculture, social and community development, wildlife management, tourism, rural industries, and local cooperatives. Participants continue their
education while in service, although the primary mode of education shifts from formal to experiential. All "O"-level school leavers are required to serve or
to obtain an exemption certificate. This policy was introduced in 1985 to help majority of volunteers of Tirelo Setshaba with low-level passes in their examination.
Eritrea

National

Youth

Youth Service

National Union of Eritrean Youth
http://www.denden.com/nueys
& Students (NUEYS)
NUEYS is an independent organization that was established in the 1960s. NUEYS is dedicated to uniting the youths 14-25 years and promoting youth
participation by encouraging the nationalist youth initiative to build a prosperous and democratic nation. It also promotes youth participation to enlighten
and educate their people and to fill their leisure time with fruitful activities.
Gambia,
National
Youth
The Gambia National Youth Service Government
http://www.acys.utas.edu.au/ianys/
The
Scheme
proceedings/
The scheme is aimed at training young people from 17 to 25 years of age who are single, unemployed, medically fit, and who have at least nine years of
schooling and no criminal record. The goals are to instill the spirit of self-reliance, encourage them to create jobs, and to appreciate the dignity of labor.
After six months of para-military training, members are assigned to 22 months of skills training in auto-mechanics, computer work, plumbing, and
accounting combined with community development service. Certificates of national service are awarded to successful participants.
Ghana

International

Youth

International Youth Education
Program (IYEP)-Volunteer Work
Placement Service

International Youth Education
Program (IYEP)

http://www.iyep.org/

IYEP is a Ghanaian non-profit organization founded in 1994 to help young people to understand their world, working with the ideal of being each other's
keepers in a global village. This is done through cross-cultural programs. The program is structured to inform and educate participants about life in Ghana
while utilizing volunteer's skills and abilities to contribute to the needs of host communities. Volunteer activities include teaching, introducing computers to
young people, working with an NGO, research, forestry, environmental and wildlife departments, district assemblies and community service.
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Ghana

International

Youth

Ghana

National

Kenya

National

Program Name

Administering Agency or Body

Web Source

Voluntary Workcamps Association Voluntary Workcamps Association http://www.volu.org
of Ghana (VOLU)
of Ghana (VOLU)
VOLU is a non-profit organization that organizes three to four week volunteer projects across Ghana with both international and Ghanaian volunteers.
They build schools and community centers, organize AIDS awareness campaigns, plant trees in deforested areas, and engage in community development
activities. The function of the camps, however, is not to do the work for the various communities, but rather to assist them in "helping themselves" by
working with them on the projects.
http://www.acys.utas.edu.au/ ianys/
proceedings/
The NSS in Ghana was established in 1973 to provide manpower for the public service, the educational system, and commercial and industrial
establishments. It draws its personnel from graduates of the country's universities, who must have attained the age of 18. Teaching in schools, from the
pre-school to the tertiary levels, is the major area of personnel deployment in the service. Community work in rural and depressed urban areas is another
aspect of service done by national service personnel while others are posted to corporate and private organizations on request. They are required to live and
work in these communities, specializing in health, agriculture and small-scale industries.
Youth

National Service Scheme (NSS)

National Service Secretariat

Kenya Scouts Association (KSA)

Secretariat

http://www.fordfound.org/pu
blications/recent_articles/docs/youth.pdf

KSA is a non-governmental voluntary youth program whose activities are consistent with Kenya youth policy. KSA members range in age from 6-25 years.
A major area of focus for KSA youth service programs is community development activities in the areas of health, agriculture, education, environment.
Others include counseling, cultural activities and drama, and awareness campaigns, human rights, exchange visits and street children rehabilitation. Adults
also join the Association as volunteers.
Kenya

National

Youth

National Youth Service (NYS)

Ministry of Home Affairs,
National Heritage and Sport

http://www.fordfound.org/pu
blications/recent_articles/docs/youth.pdf

NYS is a voluntary program, which does not remunerate participants and exacts no penalty for desertion of service. NYS was created to re-orient and
assimilate militant youth (18-22) engaged in the pre-independence nationalistic struggle; to relieve youth unemployment; to create a pool of trained and
disciplined human resources to support the army and police forces; to undertake work on national development projects; and to create national cohesion.
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Kenya

National

Youth

SIDAREC - Youth Service

Kenya

National

Youth

The Youth Development Program

Administering Agency or Body

Web Source

Slum Information Development & http://www.sidarec.or.ke/
Resource Centers (SIDAREC)
SIDAREC is a youth initiative started in slum communities in 1996 to mobilize youth to organize and convert the energies and talents of people living in
slum communities into purposeful development. The program is voluntary. Volunteers are involved in community development activities in the areas of
education, environment, reproductive health including HIV/AIDS, drug abuse/addiction, peer counseling, and community tournaments. SIDAREC has
established a grassroots media initiative to create awareness about human rights, social services and health.
Department of Social Services

http://www.fordfound.org/pu
blications/recent_articles/docs/
youth.pdf

The program targets out-of-school youth aged 15-30 years. It has training as a core activity. Training is provided in technical and business skills for income
generating activities, and to create health awareness, especially on HIV/AIDS. The youth are involved in many community development activities
covering health, agriculture, education, environment, and youth campaigns. The program works with local and external agencies to organize youth
exchange programs. Since the program is voluntary, the youth are encouraged to generate their own resources to implement their activities. This
encourages self-help and self-reliance and enhances sustainability.
Kenya

National

Youth

Youth Polytechnics

Department of Technical and
Vocational Training

http://www.fordfound.org/pu
blications/recent_articles/docs/
youth.pdf

The Youth Polytechni program is a voluntary program guided by national youth policy. The program emphasizes giving school leavers aged 15-25 years
technical skills to enable them to engage in gainful employment, and also contribute to rural development. It is supported by government and
non-government organizations. Youth polytechnics are community initiatives found in all the regions in Kenya, with training in welding, motor vehicle
mechanic, secretarial courses, carpentry, and masonry, home economics, and agriculture.
Liberia

National

Youth

The National Volunteer Program
(NVP)

National Co-Ordinating Board

http://www.utas.edu.au/docs/
ahugo/NCYS/second/five.htm

NVP is a strategy of the Government of Liberia aimed at reconciliation and partnership at the community level between and amongst the ex-combatants,
community residents, the returnees, and the displaced. The NVP is a catalyst for disarmament and demobilization as well as re-integration of ex-combatants
with practical opportunities to become more productive in society. NVP is also designed to encourage trust and confidence in society, creating job
opportunities, and stimulating productive initiatives.
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Mali

National

Youth

National Youth Service (NYS)

Government

http://www.utas.edu.au/docs/
ahugo/NCYS/second/five.html

NYS became necessary for the absorption of unemployment through new openings and perspectives. There was the need to reduce the prevailing social
tensions and to promote good citizenship and to promote patriotic spirit among the youth. There was also a strong desire for the promotion of national
cohesion and solidarity, and the integration of the most dynamic fringe of the population into the national social process. As a result, NYS is
institutionalized through obligatory service for all Malians from the age of 18 to 22 years.
Nigeria

National

Youth

National Youth Service Corps
(NYSC)

Government

http://www.utas.edu.au/docs/
ahugo/NCYS/first/1-Nigeria.html

National Youth Service Corps is compulsory for graduates with university first degrees and polytechnic Higher National Diploma Certificates, under 30
years. Members serve for a year in an area where there are those of different ethnic backgrounds. A large proportion of corps are deployed to educational
institutions and others to military establishments. The service year is broken down into mobilization and orientation, primary assignment, community
development service, winding up activities and passing-out parade. The NYSC members' activity contributes to public life and economic growth, helping the
communities within which they work.
South Africa International

Faith-based

Quaker Peace Centre Volunteer
The Quaker Peace Center
http://www.quaker.org/capetown/
Program
The Quaker Peace Centre is a team of peacemakers and development practitioners from different backgrounds formed in 1998 to foster the creative and
non-violent resolution of conflict, participatory development and the respect of self. Volunteers come from South Africa and overseas and gain work
experience and develop their skills through awareness-raising, capacity-building and the development of sustainable peace models. Programs include
community development with unemployed people, offering them gardening and sewing courses which support them economically and help to build a viable
communities that are better able to resolve conflict.
South Africa International

Youth

International Volunteer Program

Youth Development Center (YDC)

http://www.youthkzn.co.za/ ydc.htm

YDC was established in Durban, Kwa Zulu Natal in 1996 to provide overseas volunteers an opportunity to serve, learn, and grow in a foreign culture.
Volunteers at the YDC live in a community setting with local South Africans and other volunteers for 2 years either part time or full time, and work with
schools, community based organizations and not-for-profit organizations. An emphasis is also placed on empowering students in various life skills, including
entrepreneurial skills, human rights and democracy, creative thinking and group study.
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South Africa National

Community Service for Young
Department of Health
http://home.intekom.com/nyc/
Doctors
bona/service.htm
Community Service for Young Doctors is a one year mandatory service for all medical graduates who have trained as doctors. It is a prerequisite for the
registration of doctors as medical practitioners with the Health Professions Council of South Africa. Participants are placed under the discretion of the
Department of Health and in vacant posts for medical officers in hospitals in different part of the country. Medical officers work in all fields of medicine.
South Africa National

Youth

The National Youth Service
Initiative (NYSI)

http://www.fordfound.org/pu
blications/recent_articles/docs/
youth.pdf

NYSI is a response to the urgent needs of youth in South Africa. It aims to involve youth in community service while giving them access to accredited
education and training. It aims to ensure that the youth have three key options at the point that they leave the service. These are: to enter formal
employment; to begin micro-enterprises; and to continue with their studies. The service is open to all youth between 16 and 30, who are out-of-school and
out-of-work.
South Africa National

Youth

The Youth Work Scheme (YWS)

Joint Enrichment Project (JEP)

http://www.fordfound.org/pu
blications/recent_articles/docs/
youth.pdf

YWS is a program run by JEP, an non-governmental organization in 22 communities. The objective of the program is to offer service opportunities to
disadvantaged young people. Projects include renovation of community sites such as a school or clinic, work with children, and horticulture government.
South Africa Transnational

Youth

Southern African Student
Southern African Students
http://www.up.ac.za/chr/sasvo
Volunteers Organisation
Volunteers Organization (SASVO)
SASVO involves students in practical and educational community service by organizing a long term placement for tertiary students and graduates with
community development programs. The work mainly includes community based projects like agriculture, construction of facilities, literacy education, life
skills workshops, and renovation and awareness campaigns. During service, students are trained and supervised to ensure the proper delivery of the services.
Tanzania

Youth

International

Root and Shoot

The Jane Goodall Institute

http://www.janegoodall.org

Roots and Shoots is Jane Goodall Institute's international environmental and humanitarian program for young people. Its mission is to foster respect and
compassion for all living things, to promote understanding of all cultures and beliefs and to inspire each individual to take action to make the world a better
place for the environment, animals and the human community. Members demonstrate care and concern for living things through service projects in their
communities. In local groups, the members plan and implement projects based on their group's unique interests, resources and community concerns.
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Zambia

National

Service Type

Program Name

Administering Agency or Body

Web Source

Zambia National Service (ZNS)

Zambia National Service

http://www.utas.edu.au/docs/
ahugo/NCYS/second/five.html

ZNS offers both leadership skills and agriculture training to the youth who are mostly school leavers. The program is comprised of a period of six months
for military training, followed by one and a half years of skills or agriculture training. Graduates of this program are placed in Settlement Centers, or put on
the open labor market while some are retained within the organization in its own production farms and small scale business enterprises. This program can be
mandatory for some and voluntary for others, and despite being civic it can also be military.
Zimbabwe

International

Zimbabwe Workcamps Association http://www.unarec.org/afrique.htm
(ZWA)
ZWA was founded in October 1993 as a non-political, non-sectarian voluntary organization for people above the age of 16. The objectives of the
organization are to assist with community development, promote international understanding through voluntary services, enable young people to encounter
and understand different cultures, encourage the concept of voluntary services as a search for peace and democracy, and to provide opportunities for the
people of Zimbabwe to become aware of international issues. It normally involves construction work in remote rural villages, nature conservation work,
and the restoration of historical monuments.
Zimbabwe

Local

Youth

Youth Service

Youth 2 Youth

http://www.kabissa.org/youth2youth

It is a sports and cultural organization for young persons between the ages of 5 and 30. It organizes a voluntary clean-up campaign, youth exchange
programs, fire fighting, and traditional dance performance.
Zimbabwe

National

National Service

Government

http://www.utas.edu.au/docs/
ahugo/NCYS/first/1-Zimbabwe.html

National Service in Zimbabwe is governed by the National Service Act of 1979. The target group includes those going to universities and other forms of
advanced training, those who have completed high school but lack the qualifications for further training, school dropouts at any level, and unemployed
youths. Interspersed with this training are community service programs, where youths are involved in national development projects such as construction
of dams, building of schools, land reclamation, and conservation. In the process they acquire skills in areas such as plumbing, carpentry and building. This
combination of work and experience facilitates their entry into public-and private-sector jobs.
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